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greeTings

The International Council of Museums’ (ICOM) definition of ‘museum’, 
which is held throughout the world, obliges museums to act in the 
service of society. Besides its mandate to preserve the material and 
immaterial cultural heritage, this, above all, includes the historical and 
cultural mediacy of the past. In contrast to other educational institu-
tions, museums are uniquely characterized by processing and pro-
moting information, knowledge as well as insight through historical, 
cultural and natural-history objects and collections. especially since 
the objects, in addition to their material value, become sign bearers 
through interpretation and presentation, they have potential for far-
reaching meaning. they are supposed to help stimulate discussion, al-
low the evaluation of historical and societal developments and reflect 
important topics of the past on a higher level of abstraction. ultimate-
ly, the museums and therewith also cultural policy want to achieve the 
strengthening of identities in this way and improve the people's under-
standing of the present so as to be able to shape the future.

Museums today want to work inclusively in order to reach a broad 
audience; they want to be a forum for societal dialogues so as to meet 
different experiences and perspectives; they want to be places of en-
lightenment and reconciliation. their work is supposed to have susta-
inable effects and thereby embed societal values among the popula-
tion.

However, do museums manage to reach people in a technologi-
cally and socially rapidly changing world? Are the exhibition topics, 
exhibition designs and ways of mediacy on offer already everywhere 
developed in a way which brings about the desired success?

Museums and their staff seek the dialogue among each other – in 
our increasingly globalised world also internationally; they need sup-
port, suggestions, and exchange.

thankfully, the european union provides programmes for the in-
ternational dialogue of museums and universities so that applications 
can be developed that are meant to help the cultural institutions to be 
able to carry out their societal task.

The project ‘EuroVision – Museums Exhibiting Europe’ is a milesto-
ne in this development; the toolkits are of valuable assistance on the 
way to meet the challenges of educational policy in the 21st century.

Prof. dr. Hans-Martin Hinz, Berlin
President of the International Council of Museums (ICOM) (2010-2016)
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The eMee ProjecT (2012-2016):
inTroDUcTion AnD oVerVieW  

tHe staRtING POINt OF tHe PROJeCt 

the increasingly fast and at times quite controversial processes of eu-
ropean integration as a result of dynamic globalization are drawing 
more and more attention to the growing complexity of the social, po-
litical, and cultural living conditions that the citizens of europe are fa-
cing. the local, regional, national, and european dimensions of social, 
political, and cultural life are often so closely interconnected and in-
tertwined and thus confusing and challenging for many citizens that it 
may lead to social disorientation and alienation. For example, strong 
tendencies to separation, marginalization, intolerance, and xenopho-
bia have arisen in many societies across europe over the last years. 
While, of course, these alarming developments stem from a variety of 
reasons, it should not be underestimated that there seems to exist a 
certain desire for simplification that is mistakenly expected to recon-
stitute a clear sense of social direction and a strong sense of cultural 
identity. 

In view of the status quo, museums, being the guardians of a 
nation’s cultural heritage, need to rethink their social role and become 
institutions that further the question of how the cultural heritage they 
preserve could function as a socio-cultural resource to facilitate ori-
entation in today’s world and contribute to improve social integration 
in europe.1 such a function is possible due to the fact that europe’s 
cultural heritage shares this wide-ranging complexity that is characte-
ristic of today’s world. This is true even if this complexity is often lost, 
overlooked, or obscured by the exhibition displays of city, regional or 
national history museums that emphasize a one-dimensional inter-
pretation of their collections in line with the (reputed) characteristic  
features of the local, regional or national cultural identity the respective  
 

1 As LEM – the Learning Museum Network defines it the EMEE project understands 
‘museums not only as learning places, but learning organisations themselves: 
learning from the communities, from the public, from their stakeholders, and 
also from other agencies, with whom they build alliances to accomplish the am-
bitious objectives set by policies at national and European level and meet the 
challenges of the future decades’. http://www.ne-mo.org/about-us/the-lem-net-
work.html, Accessed 11 August 2016.
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museum is dedicated to. as a consequence of this practice, the muse-
ums in question miss a unique opportunity to evolve into a stimulating, 
protected, and neutral space where a wide audience is encouraged to 
explore, in a joyful way, the multiple layers of meaning of the exhibited 
objects by experiencing firsthand a Change of Perspective. 

The project ‘EuroVision – Museums Ex-
hibiting europe’ (2012-2016) was funded 
by the Culture Programme of the euro-
pean union. It was initiated and coordi-
nated by the Chair of History didactics of 

the university of augsburg and implemented by eight project partners 
who had an interdisciplinary background and came from seven eu-
ropean countries. the aim of the project was to develop museums 
further firstly through a multi-layered re-interpretation of museum 
objects from a transregional/european perspective and secondly with 
the help of innovative approaches of conveying the contents. there-
by, the project coordinators’ expectation was that especially national 
and regional museums would be inspired to try out new ideas and 
concepts that would promote a modern and contemporary outlook of 
museums in today’s multicultural society.

ReVealING tHe MultI-laYeRed 
MeaNINGs OF OBJeCts

‘This project gives the museums 
opportunities to make objects talk 
through different perspectives and 
that is very important because a 
museum is a place where different 
points of view have to be shared.’
david Vuillaume, Network of european 
Museum Organisations

It is common knowledge that the 
collections displayed at city, regi-
onal or national history museums 
are always part not only of local, 
regional, or national, but also of 
european history. this is true 
even for many of those seemingly 
‘typically local’ museum objects 
that can feature hidden contexts 
raising european issues through 
references to transregional ex-
changes, interactions, and cultural 
transfer within europe and bey-
ond. Furthermore, what we com-
monly call european history, cul-

ture and identity, is utterly inconceivable without acknowledging the 
impact of transcontinental and cross-cultural contacts and the assimi-
lation and integration of foreign influences in the past and present that 
had a major influence in shaping the Europe we live in today. In this 
regard, there is an increasing awareness that unilateral (local, regional, 
national) interpretations of the cultural heritage do not meet historical 
demands and do not sufficiently correspond with contemporary socio-
cultural experience in Europe.2 

2 Cf. Macdonald, S. J. (2003) ‘Museums, national, postnational and transcultural 
identities’, Museum and Society, 1 (1), 1-16.

 Baur, J. (2013) ‘Museum and Nation’, in F. Lanz,, L. Basso Peressut et al. (eds) 
European Museums in the 21st Century: Setting the Framework, MeLa books vol. 
2, 331-341, Milano: Politecnico di Milano.
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However, a curator’s knowledge about the multi-layered meanings of 
an object will always be outweighed by the many different perceptions  
and interpretations of local visitors, who come from different back-
grounds or are influenced by different cultural experiences. In order to 
fully exploit the varying meanings of cultural heritage, experts have to 
invite and encourage visitors to contribute their individual views on the 
collection on display, which will necessarily reflect their cultural memo-
ries and identities. 

therefore, museums striving to evolve and seeking to create a social 
space that allows for an exploration of the multiplicity of meanings of 
an object have to foster the visitors’ capacity for dealing with cultu-
ral complexity. In pursuing this goal, museums depend on interacting 
with various social communities that constitute, or should constitute, 
a museum’s audience. 

tHe BasIC Idea OF tHe eMee PROJeCt

the main objective of the eu-culture project ‘euroVision – Museums 
Exhibiting Europe’ was to develop and explore a concept of (history) 
museum development that complies with the eu’s cultural policies 
that expect national cultural institutions to support the civil society of 
europe. With this goal in mind, the eu’s cultural policy perspectives 
also ask history museums to contribute towards the integration of a 
multicultural europe and to attract socially and culturally diverse au-
diences in order to reinvent the museum as an important social space 
where encounters with cultural heritage fosters social interaction, di-
alogue, and mutual understanding.3 While the eu recommends that 
museums take on an active role in society and strengthen european 
identity, the eMee project started with two questions: 

1. What implications could the aforementioned cultural policy per-
spectives carry for the many local, regional, and national history 
museums across Europe whose collections do not explicitly engage 
with transregional or european history? 

2. What kind of concept of a ‘European identity’ and of exhibiting ‘Eu-
rope’ could be right for those museums, which are often closely 
related to local and regional history, in the light of growing diversity 
across europe’s multicultural societies? 

In order to be able to answer these two questions, the eMee pro-
ject drew on basic concepts that are used by the discipline of History  
Didactics, which is a scientific field of research concerned with teaching 
history in schools and conveying history in public and which distin- 
guishes between the following areas of specialization: historical cul-
ture, historical consciousness, and historical identity. the research of 
the History didactics addresses the question of how ‘european iden-
tity’ could be conceptualized by underlining the idea of complex and 
multi-layered identities that consist of different parts and comprise, 
for example, a local, national and European identity all at once. Thus, 
History didactics prefers a concept of cultural identity that acknow-
ledges the complexity of identity references and the diversity of histo-
rical experiences in Europe. It could be said that the discipline percei-
ves ‘european identity’ primarily as willingness and ability to accept the  
 

3 Cf. for example Kaiser, W., Krankenhagen, S. and Poehls, K. (2012), Europa aus-
stellen. Das Museum als Praxisfeld der Europäisierung, 53-57, Köln/ Weimar/ Wien: 
Böhlau Verlag.
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complexity of identities and to acknowledge the cultural diversity by 
dealing with it in a way that is consistent with the principles of mutual 
understanding, reciprocal recognition and tolerance.4 

the other basic idea that forms a fundamental principle of the eMee 
concept is closely connected to the notion of compound and differing 
identities and the constitution of identity: Different layers of identity 
constructions can only be uncovered and critically reflected on if it is 
possible to take different views and perspectives on regional and na-
tional experiences, interpretations, evaluations and historical identi-
ties. Multi-perspectivity, becoming acquainted with or exploring new, 
possibly unfamiliar points of view, allows us to realize that there may 
be more than just once stance on an issue, which could be challenging 
and eye-opening at once.5 the eMee concept of Change of Perspective 
(COP) is based on these assumptions and represents the theoretical 
framework that museums can draw on when incorporating the eu’s 
policies and exploring how museums can take on a new role in the 
future. 

4 Cf.  Rüsen, J. (2002) ‘Europäisches Geschichtsbewusstsein als Herausforderung 
an die Geschichtsdidaktik‘ [Historical Consciousness in Europe as Challenge for 
History Didactics], in  M. Demantowsky and B. Schönemann (eds) Neue geschichts-
didaktische Positionen, 57-64, here: 62, Bochum: projekt verlag.

5 Cf. Bergmann, K. (1997) ‘Multiperspektivität‘, in K. Bergmann and K. Fröhlich et. 
al. (eds) Handbuch der Geschichtsdidaktik, 301-303, Seelze-Velber: Kallmeyer.

tHeORY aNd PRaCtICe

With regard to its practical implementation, the COP concept implies 
that the project focused on working with ‘traditional’ history museums 
and their existing collections. While the methodological approach was 
mainly theoretical, the project placed great emphasis on the practical 
exploration of the guiding ideas. 

testing the concept’s viability in a practical setting was considered 
as an essential part of the eMee project. Finally, to ensure the sustai-
nability of the results, the eMee project created a modular scheme of 
development that allows the ‘evolving’ museums in question to find 
their own way – step by step and in due consideration of their parti-
cular conditions and possibilities – to gain a multi-perspective, trans-
regional re-interpretation of their existing collections and to attract 
new visitor groups in order to integrate their perspectives. this, then, 
is what corresponds to the eMee’s ‘euroVision’ of museums in the 21st 
century.

eMee…
 — worked with history museums that had no pre-existing link to Euro-

pean or transnational history
 — worked with existing local collections
 — combined the development of theoretical strategies with practical 

experience and put a strong focus on practical applicability
 — created a modular concept of museum development that helps 

museums find their own way in line with their specific conditions, 
requirements and priorities

 — was based on the fundamental concepts of History didactics that 
provide multi-layered and differing notions of meaning and identity –  
the Change of Perspective (COP).
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The concePT oF chAnge oF
PersPecTiVe (coP)

The core concept developed and explored by the EMEE project in or-
der to foster a multicultural and transregional understanding of the 
local, regional, and national cultural heritage at a given location corre-
sponded to a triple Change of Perspective (COP).  

It is based on three tenets: 
 — It asks to re-interpret existing museum collections in a multi-per-

spective, transregional and even cross-cultural way. 
 — It takes into account that museums in multicultural societies have 

a social responsibility and purpose and that they are supposed to 
entrust their visitors with a role that involves active participation. 

 — It strengthens the interdisciplinary and international (or interregi-
onal) cooperation of the museums in order to encourage a com-
parative perspective that goes beyond regional and national views.  

For visitors, the COP functions as a ‘school of perception’, i.e. it encou-
rages them to engage with the objects. It illustrates that the visitors 
themselves are actively involved in construction the ‘meaning’ of the 
object. they are supposed not only to detect the multi-layered re- 
gional, national, european or global meanings of an object, but also 
to add their own ‘meaning’ depending on their social or cultural back-
ground. therefore, the tagline of eMee is: One Object – Many Visions –  
EuroVisions.  

A hippopotamus, a scull, 
a couple sitting at a 
coffee table? What do 
you see?
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the theoretical foundation of the COP concept is the constructivist 
assumption of the museum objects' ‘meaning’.6 It is not considered 
to be immanent in objects, but to be the result of the observers’ and 
visitors’ construction processes and attributions. In line with this, these 
constructivist approaches are closely linked to the social and cultural 
contexts respectively and assumed to be constantly changing. Conse-
quently, the museums are expected to ensure that the presentation 
of the objects and the accompanying program bear the marks of the 
21st century in the same way as the spirit of the 19th and 20th century 
is apparent in the museum concepts and exhibitions from that time.

COP 1: CHaNGe OF PeRsPeCtIVe 
tHROuGH Re-INteRPRetatION OF 

MuseuM OBJeCts 

First and foremost, the COP aims for the re-interpretation of existing 
object inventories. In doing so, locally important objects will additio-
nally be situated in a transregional (if applicable european) and cross-
cultural context to make the diversity of the dimensions of meaning 
become evident. the local perspective reveals the transregional one, 
which – in turn – is illustrated by and tangible in the local view. However, 
generally the focus is laid on the on-site objects, which can be linked 
to migration movements, cultural encounters, cultural exchange and 
aspects of how one sees oneself and the other. 

Furthermore, the re-interpretation of the objects is geared towards 
presenting the objects in a way that allows for the visitors to be in-
volved in the construction of the meaning of the objects and to expand 
their understanding of the local cultural heritage. 

6  Krzysztof Pomiann (2001), Der Ursprung des Museums. Vom Sammeln, Berlin: Ver-
lag Klaus Wagenbach. 

 Thiemeyer, T. (2012) ‘Die Sprache der Dinge. Museumsobjekte zwischen Zeichen 
und Erscheinung‘, Schriften des Deutschen Hygiene-Museums Dresden, 51-59.

 Korff, G. (2010) ‘Dimensionen der Dingbetrachtung. Zum Forschungsstand in 
interdisziplinärer Perspektive‘, in H. Ottomeyer (ed) Das Exponat als historisches 
Zeugnis. Präsentationsformenpolitischer Ikonographie, 25-32, Dresden: Sandstein 
Verlag.

 

With regard to re-interpreting the objects, a primary task of the COP is 
the careful vetting of the museum objects. the goal is to identify those 
objects and object groups that carry not only a local, but a transregi-
onal/european and potentially even global level of meaning and that 
thus lend themselves to encouraging visitors to actively contribute to 
the multi-layered meaning of the object. Over the course of the eMee 
project, various ways of identifying the transregional and cross-cultural 
dimensions of museum objects were developed and tested (cf. pp. 25-
30).

COP 2: CHaNGe OF PeRsPeCtIVe 
BetWeeN MuseuM eXPeRts 

aNd VIsItORs

The COP concept is not confined to the re-interpretation of museums 
objects, but also seeks to change the differing perspectives of muse-
um experts and visitors. Thus, the museums engage in a process of 
factoring in the views of their visitors when exercising their prerogative 
of interpreting the cultural heritage. they gradually evolve into their 
new roles as facilitators, encouraging (prospective) visitors to reflect 
on and express their own expectations, experiences and relationships 
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concerning the museum objects.7 this implies allowing the museum 
to become a kind of ‘social resonance chamber’ in our multicultural 
european society by making the visitors’ perspectives visible in the mu-
seum itself. 

The Change of Perspective between museum experts and the au-
dience may come about in various areas. It might start with museum 
experts approaching representatives of different social groups that 
are currently underrepresented in a museum’s audience to work to-
gether and learn about their ideas and views on the objects. a step 
of similar importance is to fully employ the range of interactive visitor 
involvement with the objects and staging (e.g. hands-on or minds-on 
elements) and to provide the narrative contextualisation, as well as the 
‘synaesthetic translation’ of selected suitable objects. 

this implies ‘translating’ the multi-layered meanings of an object 
into the ‘languages’ of narration, scenography, music, dance and other 
emotional and aesthetic forms of expression to match changed view-
ing habits of our multimedia society and to attract so-called ‘non-visi-
tors’ like young visitors with a multicultural background or lower levels 
of education. 

Moreover, the accompanying programs are a very important tool 
when it comes to changing the differing perspectives of museums ex-
perts and visitors. To give an example, inviting certain visitor groups to 
become involved in designing accompanying programs with consider-
able societal and present-day relevance enables them to incorporate 
 

7 Simon, N. (2015), The Participatory Museum, Santa Cruz, http://www.participatory-
museum.org/, Accessed 11 August 2016.

their expectations, identities, and also their abilities into the work of 
the museum, and thus enables them to relate to the museum through 
their own experience. This, essentially, points to the concept of the 
museum as a social arena, that asks museums to take on a new role 
as agents of social inclusion and develop new strategies to become a 
place of intercultural dialogue with close links to the multicultural di-
mensions of the local cultural heritage’.8 Finally, employing social media  
and thus up-to-date communication channels (like twitter, Facebook, 
Vimeo, Youtube, Wiki, Flickr etc.) is an essential tool to improve partici-
pation and integration of visitors.9 These tools are extremely useful for 
visitors since it allows them to communicate their sociocultural back-
ground and different views on the local cultural heritage. 

8 Watson, S. (2009) ‘History Museums, Community Identities and a Sense of Place. 
Rewriting History’, in S. J. Knell, S. MacLeod and S. Watson (eds) Museums Revolu-
tions. How Museums Change and are Changed. 2nd ed., 160-172, New York: Rout-
ledge.

 Janes, R.R. (2009) ‘Museums, Social Responsibility and the Future we Desire’, in Si-
mon J. Knell, S. MacLeod and S. Watson (eds) MuseumsRevolutions. How Museums 
Change and are Changed. 2nd ed., 134-159, New York: Routledge.

 Sandell, R. (ed) (2002), Museums, Society, Inequality, London: Routledge.

9 Cf. Pett, D. (2011) Uses of social media within the British Museum and museum 
sector, http://www.academia.edu/2259635/Use_of_Social_Media_within_the_Bri-
tish_Museum_and_Museum_Sector, Accessed 11 August 2016.

 See also: Kronberger, A., Kelley, H., Fabry, D., Friesinger, G. and Halm, K. (2016), 
Social Web and Interaction. Social Media Technologies for European National and  
Regional Museums (EMEE Toolkit series, vol. 5), Vienna: edition mono/monochrom, 
available online: http://www.museums-exhibiting-europe.de/download/8298/, 
Accessed 11 August 2016.
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COP 3: CHaNGe OF PeRsPeCtIVe 
tHROuGH INteRNatIONal aNd 

INteRdIsCIPlINaRY eXCHaNGe 
aNd COOPeRatION 

the concept of COP can realize its full potential within a given local 
setting if the museums in question operate within interdisciplinary, in-
ternational and transcultural networks. 

On the one hand, museum work has to acquire a more internatio-
nal outlook to gain deeper insight into new – especially transregional –  
issues, topics, methods, and means of representation. In this case, 
COP implies tearing down regional and national borders for the bene-
fit of a European and global perspective. On the other hand, interdis-
ciplinary cooperation between museum experts, scenographers, ex-
perts in History didactics and museums educators, music designers, 
media experts, and cultural producers, as well as visitors can create 
new perspectives and tear down borders to leave familiar patterns of 
interpretation behind and to deploy hitherto unheard-of ideas and 
views on local museum objects. In this way, local museums can be 
turned into places where european heritage can function as a place 
for constructive dialogue in a multicultural society. 

COP 1 CHANGE OF PERSPECTIVE AS 
EUROPEAN RE-INTERPRETATION 
OF OBJECTS 

COP 2 CHANGE OF PERSPECTIVE AS ROLE 
MODIFICATION BETWEEN MUSEUM 
EXPERTS AND VISITORS 

COP 3 CHANGE OF PERSPECTIVE IN 
THE PROCESS OF INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION  

The re-inTerPreTion oF 
objecTs in A TrAnsregionAL-

eUroPeAn PersPecTiVe 

there are various ways to identify the transregional and cross-cultural 
dimensions of museum objects. In the following, the most productive 
of them are outlined in a more or less systematic way, but in their ap-
plication to a specific object they may however overlap.10

tHe OBJeCt as ‘MIGRaNt’

Regarding museums of city or regional history, which predominantly 
exhibit objects from the regional vicinity, the question concerning pro-
venance from a transregional point of view may appear less produc-
tive. By taking a closer look, however, it often becomes apparent that 
in their history such objects indeed show transregional and/or trans-
cultural references when, for instance, they were produced elsewhere 
and subsequently sold and re-sold once or twice before they ended up 
in the respective museum. 

even though in museums of local and regional history such trans-
regional aspects are discernible only for specific objects and groups of 
objects, the following basically applies to all museum objects regard-
less of their being exhibited or not: they all have a ‘history of migration’, 
which leads them from their place of origin – perhaps covering vast 
distances with manifold stops – to their position in a specific museum. 
Their ‘story of migration’ may perhaps be as exciting as a person's life 
story and open up further perspectives of transregional and/or trans-
cultural questions. 

 

10 Cf. Fuhrmann, A.-L., Schumann, J., Popp, S., Schilling, S. and Mayer-Simmet, O.  
(2016), Making Europe Visible. Re-interpretation of Museum Objects and Topics. A 
Manual (EMEE Toolkit series, vol. 1), Vienna: edition mono/monochrom, available 
online: http://www.museums-exhibiting-europe.de/download/8248/, Accessed 
11 August 2016.
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BaCkGROuNd CIRCuMstaNCes OF tHe 
OBJeCts’ PROduCtION PROCess 

another approach to the transregional, european or cross-cultural di-
mensions of museum objects on site leads to the producers/manufac-
turers of an object. the possibility of the object being manufactured 
far from the current exhibition location has already been addressed 
before with regard to ‘provenance’. However, the reverse is also pos-
sible. thus, an object may as well be manufactured locally, but by the 
hands of a foreign craftsman or artist in form of commissioned work, 
for instance, without being closely linked to the respective region. and 
even if the producer was closely linked to the region he can never-
theless have included various influences gained through (study) trips, 
trade fair visits, letters, books or also co-workers from other regions, 
so that he combined the local with transregional influences. 

CultuRal tRaNsFeR 

even though the topic of transregional networks has already been 
addressed with regard to ’provenance‘ and the manufacturers of mu-
seum objects, it nevertheless constitutes its own category of object 
consultation since these transregional networks can be relevant on 
various levels: firstly – as already suggested – in manufacturing the ob-
ject and secondly in the distribution and reception of the object at its 

time, provided it was initiated or organised by transregional networks. 
Many things that commonly seem to be local traditions exhibit tra-
ces of transregional, European or cross-cultural exchange processes 
when taking a closer look whereby external influences – often from 
long distances – were included and in this way further adapted so that 
in the end they were understood as local traditions. 

eNCOMPassING CultuRal CONteXts

the transregional, european dimension of museum objects may be 
demonstrated also by pointing out that the object can be understood 
as a part of a large encompassing context, e.g. with regard to the style, 
the history of ideas or cultural practices. there are many museum ob-
jects that can be considered as a local representative of supra-regional 
or European phenomena respectively. A wide range of examples pre-
dominantly from the 19th century can be found when looking at the 
popularisation of local and regional ‘folkloric clothing’: despite their in-
tention to express a specific ‘old’ local or regional identity those (often: 
allegedly) ‘traditional costumes’ prove to be transnational commona-
lities insofar as such ‘old’ traditions were invented in many european 
places at the same time during the processes of modernization, indus-
trialization, and ‘nation building’. 

CultuRal eNCOuNteRs as tOPIC 
OF tHe OBJeCt
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transregional, european or cross-cultural perspectives can easily be 
gained from objects with iconic and/or written statements that explicit-
ly deal with topics such as cultural encounter, migration, or missionary 
or diplomatic activities, but also armed conflicts. 
 

tHe OBJeCt dePICtING tHe PeRCePtION 
OF tHe selF aNd tHe OtHeR

especially suited for the multi-perspective presentation are objects 
or also paintings which depict ‘other’ cultures and/or regions that are 
different from what is considered to be the ‘own’. Not only do those 
imaginations provide an impression of the concepts and ideas which 
existed at a certain time about ‘foreign’ regions and cultures, but also 
of the self-image of the producers since their imaginative projections 
are the basis for the construction of the ‘foreign’. the most obvious  
starting point, which can be found in many local and regional mu-
seums, is artwork that interprets and mixes biblical themes such as 
 Jesus' birth in Bethlehem or the worship of the ‘three Wise Men from 
the east’ with local or regional, but, in any case, autochthonous details. 
similarly, presentations which focus on the topic of europe and the 
other continents reflect the self-image of Europe and the perception 
of the own – allegedly: superior – position in the world. even the way of 
presenting ‘exotic’ objects in a museum exhibition sometimes reveals 
more about the cultural self-concepts of the museum than about the 
foreign culture. 

Also interesting and important are objects which reflect the view of 
the ‘others’ or the ‘foreign’ on the own culture. engaging with the unfa-
miliar exterior view on the elf not least encourages the question how 
‘foreign’ our ideas of other cultures may appear to their members. 

tHe OBJeCt as aN ‘ICON’

It can be informative to examine whether the museum possesses ob-
jects which are perceived as ‘typical’ for the own or a foreign region, 
for the own or a foreign culture or also for europe. the questions may 
thereby be illuminating why the objects are externally or locally per-
ceived as ‘typical’ or how this status of the ‘typical’ has emerged (e.g. 
also marketing, identity politics, tourism). 

the ICOM-volume11 may also be taken into consideration, in which 
the different museum directors in Europe present typically ‘European’ 
objects from their collections. likewise, also the local public on site 
may be approached with the question which objects locally exhibited 
in the museum are perceived as ‘typically european’ and for what re-
asons. the presentation of the results will certainly reveal new me-
anings of the local objects. 

‘OBJeCt NaRRatION’ – 
tHe OBJeCt as a ‘WItNess’ 

Finally, it is worthwhile to examine whether there are objects which 
not per se, but by means of connected events and the narration of this 
events ‘testify’ to transregional, european or cross-cultural connec-
tions. As example the moped shall be named here12 which was given 
to armando Rodrigues from Portugal – the one millionth guest worker  
 

11 ICOM Europe (ed) (2010), Reflecting Europe in its Museum Objects, Berlin: ICOM 
Europe.

12 Didczuneit, V. and Sowade, H. (2004), Zündapp Sport Combinette. Geschenk für den 
millionsten Gastarbeiter, edited by the Stiftung Haus der Geschichte der Bundes-
republik Deutschland. 

 Cf. Fuhrmann, A.-L., Schumann, J., Popp, S., Schilling, S. and Mayer-Simmet, O.  
(2016), Making Europe Visible. Re-interpretation of Museum Objects and Topics. A 
Manual (EMEE Toolkit series, vol. 1), 124-126, Vienna: edition mono/monochrom, 
available online: http://www.museums-exhibiting-europe.de/download/8248/, 
Accessed 11 August 2016.
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in Germany – as a welcome present on 10 september 1964 at the 
train station in Cologne-deutz. there are many mopeds like this but 
there is only one that has ‘witnessed’ the event and was part of it. If an  
object such as this one is in the possession of the museum, then its – 
in this case transregional and cross-cultural – meaning entirely lies in 
the ‘narration’ connected to it.

The approaches named above pose heuristic tools to examine and 
analyse the object inventory. they serve to make the transregional, 
european and cross-cultural dimension of objects and object groups 
of the cultural heritage on site accessible.

The eMee ProjecT consorTiUM

the eMee project’s ‘euroVision’ of the development of history muse-
ums was shared and explored by a team of eight partners from seven 
European countries. With regard to the scientific and/or professional 
expertise of this project team, the EMEE project was based on the 
highest possible level of internationality and interdisciplinarity since it 
was the intention to maximize the exchange of perspectives and to 
ensure maximum scope for different types of museums.

At the very heart of this partnership were three very different nation- 
al history museums: First, the National archaeology Museum (Museu 
Nacional de Arqueologia) in lisbon, which is one of the most renowned 
institutions of its kind in europe and looks back at a long tradition.

second, Bulgaria's largest museum – the National History Muse-
um in Sofia (Национален исторически музей), that offers an extensive 
overview of the history and culture of Bulgaria, ranging from prehistoric  
times, to ancient history and modern times.

And finally, the National Museum of Contemporary History of Slo-
venia (Muzej novejše zgodovine Slovenije) in ljubljana that specializes in 
the collection, preservation, study and exhibition of museum material 
related to the slovenian history of the 20th century.

As far as European history is concerned, these museums differ con-
siderably in terms of background and context.

‘The EMEE project shows how European ties are deeply rooted in time and 
are present in a large spectrum of objects, kept in museums. In doing so, 
this project contributed enormously for the promotion of new regards on 
our European common heritage and opened new and extremely fruitful 
avenues for future planning in museums.’
luís Raposo, President of ICOM europe
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apart from these three museums, three partnering universities were 
involved in the project as well, each of them having different areas of 
focus and expertise:

To begin with, senior expertise with regard to museum education is 
represented by emma Nardi from the university Roma tre in Italy. up 
until June 2016, emma Nardi was the chairwoman of the ICOM Inter-
national Committee for Education and Cultural Action (CECA), which is a 
widely acclaimed institution within the ICOM organization.

Moreover, the project also consisted of a highly creative expert 
team with longstanding experience in the field of innovative aesthet-
ic approaches to the cultural heritage preserved in museums: the 

French team from University Paris-Est Créteil is focusing on this field 
of work.
third, there was the team of the university of augsburg in Germany, 
whose research revolves around the conveying of history in school and 
in out-of-school settings and that specializes in the role of cultural her-
itage in europe during the 21st century. the basic concept of the eMee 
project – Change of Perspective – was developed based on theories 
brought forth by the research field of History Didactics.

Finally, the avant-garde group of artists from Vienna called ‘mono-
chrom’ – a non-profit organization that operates on an international 
level – contributed to the project through a variety of innovative ideas, 
especially in the realm of social media. a contribution of similar impor-
tance came from the internationally renowned expert on scenography, 
the atelier Brückner from stuttgart, that focused on the synaesthe-
tic re-interpretation of museum objects in accordance with the eMee 
principles and organized the Young scenographers Contest.

eMee consorTiUM MeMbers

 — National Museum of archaeology, lisbon, Portugal
 — National Museum of Contemporary History, ljubljana, slovenia
 — National Museum of History, Sofia, Bulgaria
 — university Roma tre, Rome, Italy
 — university Paris-est Créteil – esPe, Paris, France
 — university of augsburg, augsburg, Germany
 — atelier Brückner GmbH, stuttgart, Germany
 — monochrom art association, Vienna, austria
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INTERDISCIPLINARY COOPERATION OF THE EMEE-PARTNERS
inTerDisciPLinArY cooPerATion oF The eMee PArTners

The sTrUcTUre oF The 
eMee ProjecT

Over the course of four phases, the eMee project aimed to apply the 
ideas of its underlying theoretical concept of Change of Perspective to 
a practical context.

tHe FIRst PHase OF tHe PROJeCt

During the first phase of the project, the partners began with a Map-
ping Process that had the aim of providing an overview of the current 
museum discourses concerning the eMee topics. drawing on ten best 
practice examples each, the partners selected and analyzed how mu-
seums have treated the topic of ‘europe’ in their collections so far, what 
opportunities there are for attracting so-called ‘non-visitors’ (bridging-
the-gap), and how the option of visitor participation and activation has 
been dealt with up to this point. Moreover, lists of current research 
projects and publications on these topics have been compiled. 

During the first phase of the EMEE project, the partners were able 
to build on this foundation and developed five so-called ‘Toolkits’: 
these offered an application-oriented presentation of the concept of 
Change of Perspective (COP) (cf. pp. 19-24) for all kinds of museums, 
as well as encompassing different focuses and thus creating a bridge 
between theory and practice (cf. pp. 47-54). additionally, the project 
partners developed accompanying COP-workshops, which are desig-
ned to train museum experts and interested non-professionals and 
which will therefore allow for the use of the concept in the long run.

tHe seCONd PHase OF tHe PROJeCt

While the first project phase was aimed at creating the essentials and 
provide the theoretical framework, the second phase focused on de-
veloping viable ideas on the basis of the toolkits and the COP. In doing 
so, the interdisciplinary and international project team turned out to 
show significant creative potential. One of the main goals during this 
phase was to develop Exemplary COP-Units that could demonstrate 
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Developement of
COP-Workshop 1 Development of Toolkit 1-5

Bridging-the-Gap 
PreparationsMapping Process

PLANNING THE CHANGE 
OF PERSPECTIVE (COP)

Developement of
COP-Workshops 
2 + 3

Developement of
Exemplary 
COP-Units

Continuation of 
Bridging-the-Gap
activities

Young Scenographers 
Contest One Object – 
Many Visions– EuroVisions

CREATING THE CHANGE 
OF PERSPECTIVE (COP)

Evaluation of the 
COP-Workshops 
and the Study
Module

Implementation 
of 
COP-Workshops

Developement of
a Study Module 
and Testrun

Touring Elements
- Exhibition Young 
  Scenographers Contest
- Eurobarometer
- Photo Exhibition: 
  The Curators' European 
  Choice

Museum as Social Arena
Visitor participation
Bridging-the-Gap Activities
Social media

Re-interpretation of Cultural
Heritage in a Transregional/
European Way

EUROVISION LAB. One object – Many Visions –EuroVisions

PERFORMING THE 
CHANGE OF PERSPECTIVE 
(COP)

Dissemination
activities

Documentations of 
the Project Activities

Workshops for 
Implementation into 
Practice

Networks

SUSTAINABILITY OF THE CHANGE OF PERSPECTIVE (COP)

how the toolkits – and therefore the Change of Perspective – can be 
applied to different objects. To accomplish this, the partners chose 
suitable european topics and objects that allowed for multiple per-
spectives, recorded suggestions of so-called ‘museum distant groups’ 
and cooperated with them. together, they developed scenographic, 
artistic and musical staging ideas for the objects in question, as well 
as educational and cultural programs to impart the COP and to thus 
contribute to ‘europeanize museums’.

Moreover, and supporting this goal further, a scenographers com-
petition entitled One Object – Many Visions – EuroVisions took place, 
which ended with a touring exhibition. This second project phase 
concluded with the creation of two more workshops. they focused 
on applying the results of the eMee project to museum practice. the 
first workshop addressed the question of how scenography can be 
deployed to convey varying perspectives on one and the same object, 
while the second workshop revolved around the problem of attracting 
non-visitor groups by means of artistic interventions.

tHe tHIRd PHase OF tHe PROJeCt

After the theoretical framework had been established and viable ex-
emplary ideas with an interdisciplinary outlook had been developed, 
the third phase of the project aimed to apply parts of these ideas to 
a practical context with the help of so-called ‘EuroVision Lab.s’. These 
euroVision lab.s were dedicated to the tagline One Object – Many Visi-
ons – EuroVisions and were set up in all countries that participated in 
the project. While some of the lab. activities had been conceptualized 
individually by the participating museums according to the COP’s prin-
ciples, other parts like the eMee Young scenographers Contest or the 
Eurobarometer – while still being part of the lab. – toured through all 
participating countries. towards the end of the third phase of the pro-
ject, the lab.’s activities were evaluated and a study module was outli-
ned, which is expected to ensure the implementation of the project’s 
ideas and outcomes at university level.
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tHe FOuRtH PHase OF tHe PROJeCt

the fourth project phase was all about ensuring and maintaining sus-
tainability. the project’s results were documented in short videos, the 
present final publication was created and dissemination was intensi-
fied. The last general meeting, which took place in Brussels, served as 
a platform to inform stakeholders, policy makers, representatives of  
museum associations, European museum experts, and teacher asso-
ciations about the project’s results. Moreover, two factors will contri-
bute to the implementation of the eMee ideas in the long run: 

 — the workshops and study modules conceptualized in the course 
of the project ensure that students as well as museum experts will 
still be able to engage themselves in the eMee concepts in future. 

 — In order to implement the project’s ideas in the long run a network 
of interested museums and institutions was established. Currently, 
the network consists of 140 partners that employ the concept of 
Change of Perspective. their common aim is to add a transregional/ 
european level to their urban, regional and national perspectives  
on the cultural heritage on site.

takING a ClOseR lOOk:  
steP BY steP tO tHe euROVIsION laB. 

tHe slOVeNIaN eXaMPle

all eMee partners had a broad range of collaborative activities that 
they carried out during the eMee project like, e.g. establishing an in-
ternational and interdisciplinary eMee network interested in the work 
with the Change of Perspective. Or many meetings with the eMee part-
ners and international experts and consultants. The EMEE partners 
also had to develop concepts of how to put the Change of Pespective 
into practice and to design workshops and study modules in order to 
use them for initial and further training measures dedicated to muse-
um professionals, cultural workers and teachers. 

the following leaves out all these activities, but is focused on the 
steps of the slovenian National Museum of Contemporary History on 
its way to performing the central activity of the eMee project: the eu-
roVision lab. in which the theoretical ideas of eMee were bound to-
gether and put into practice.



Establishing the basis for the Change of Perspective 
and the EuroVision Lab.

Already with the kick-off meeting in Augsburg 
(January 2013), the coordinator put the 
EMEE-concept up for discussion and the 
partners considered the question of how to 
create transregional perspectives on one and 
the same object in the museum. As the 
working title for the EuroVision Lab., the 
guiding principle One object, many visions, 
EuroVisions was formulated.

The mapping process was followed by research concerning the current visitor profiles 
of the partner museums. This analysis served as the basis for the so-called ‘bridg-

ing-the-gap’ activities that the museums were supposed to perform on their way to 
their EuroVision Lab. As a result of the 

research, the museum selected a group 
of visitors that they wanted to attract to 

the museum (‘non-visitor’-groups). 
Further, the museums explored innova-

tive approaches to get in touch with 
those ‘non-visitor’ groups. The Slovenian 
partner, for example, got in contact with 

‘non-visitors’ in a shopping mall in 
Ljubljana. 

After identifying the ‘non-visitor’ groups, the museums chose the ‘bridging-the gap’ 
target group(s) they wanted to work with and began the co-operation with the mem-
bers at meetings and workshops. The photo shows a meeting with young adults that 
the Slovenian partner had chosen as a ‘non-visitor’ target group to work with during 
the project. 

During the whole project, the partners had the chance to exchange the next steps 
on their way to the EuroVision Lab. with an international and interdisciplinary 
network. The photo gives a small impression of the 2nd General Meeting (Rome; 
2013) where the partners discussed, among other things, the results of the 
mapping process, the studies of the museums‘ visitor profiles and the contacts with 
‘non-visitor’ target groups. 

The first work step was to analyse the 
current state of how Europe is presented in 

history museums in order to define the 
baseline for the project work. The guiding 

questions were: Are there museums or 
exhibition concepts similar to the EMEE 

ideas? In which way do museums in Europe 
deal with the topic of Europe? The Slovenian 

museum analysed ten exhibitions and 
museums in this context, e.g. the exhibitions 

A Taste of Europe and Imagining the Balkans.



In the next step, the EMEE-partners began 
work on five so called ‘museum toolkits’. 

These EMEE Toolkits were supposed to link 
theory with practice and to give museums 

ideas on how to perform the EMEE basic 
concept of the Change of Perspective. The 

toolkits serve to disseminate the core ideas of 
the project and can be downloaded from the 
project website free-of-charge. The Slovenian 

team was responsible for designing the 
Toolkit 2 Integrating multicultural Europe. 

Museums as Social Arenas. In parallel with the Young Scenographers Contest, the EMEE partners demonstrated 
how the proposals of the five EMEE Toolkits could be used to perform the Change of 
Perspective and especially to re-interpret museum objects in a European perspec-
tive. In cooperation with their target groups, the museum partners selected appro-
priate items from their collections. The Slovenian team used the method of a 
‘speed-dating’ meeting with young adults in order to select the objects for the 
EuroVision Lab. together with them.

Since the many ideas of re-inter-
preting museum objects in the 

direction of a transregional 
European perspective could not all 
be presented within the EuroVision 
Labs., the project partners created 

33 Exemplary COP-Units. These 
illustrative examples, which apply 

the concepts of all five EMEE 
Toolkits, are available for free on 
the EMEE website. The Slovenian 

partner contributed five objects to 
this selection of exemplary units.

The Young Scenographers Contest with the motto One Object – Many Visions – EuroVisions 
supported the museums on their way to develop their EuroVision Labs. Young designers 
were invited by the EMEE project to create ideas and design concepts for a multi-perspec-
tive, synaesthetic presentation of museum objects. The Slovenian museum handed in five 
objects that could be chosen as topics by the participants of the contest. The winning 
concepts later became part of the EuroVision Labs. in the museums and were presented as 
travelling exhibitions in eight European countries. In 2015, the touring exhibition had its 
opening during the Designmonat Graz where the award ceremony took place. 

Planning the EuroVision Lab. within the framework of 
the Change of Perspective

Slovenian Exemplary COP-Units

PUPPETS INSTEAD OF 
WEAPONS:
PUPPET THEATRES 
DURING WW2

THE DANCE OF DEATH

IT'S REVOLUTION TIME!

JUST A WHEEL AWAY
BRIDGING BORDERS



The implementation of the Slovenian 
EuroVision Lab. inspired and involved 
activities of the network partners on-site. 
The photo shows the travelling exhibition 
Museums as creative laboratories that 
emerged from the EuroVision Lab. in 
Ljubljana and was taken to three different 
Slovenian network museums (here: Posavje 
Museum Brežice).

Meanwhile some parts of the Lab. were 
especially created for the Slovenian 
visitors. Other parts were – after the 
presentation in Slovenia – taken to the 
EuroVision Labs. of other EMEE partners. 
The exhibition of the Young Scenographer 
Contest with the three-dimensional 
winning concepts on display was present-
ed in all partner countries. The picture 
shows the presentation of this exhibition 
in the museum of the Slovenian partner. 

During the 4th General Meeting (Ljubljana, 2015), the 
Slovenian partner had asked photographers to take 
pictures of the EMEE partners with one of the objects 
that they had proposed for the EuroVision Lab. with the 
topic One Object – Many Visions – EuroVisions. The 
Slovenian team chose the legendary Fiat 600. Later on 
these photos became part of the EuroVision Labs. of the 
project partners in the different countries.

The Slovenian team contributed an additional idea 
to the EuroVision Lab. that became part of the Labs. 

in all other participating countries: The so called 
Eurobarometer emphasised the activation and 
participation of the visitors. It encouraged the 

visitors to reflect upon their own view as to whether 
a museum object comprises a transregional 

European perspective or not and to what degree 
they perceive it as a ‘European’ object. 

These pictures show the presentation of the 
‘Eurobarometer’, created by the Slovenian Team, at 

the opening of the EuroVivion Lab.s in Sofia and 
Lisbon.

From July to October 2015, the Slovenian partner presented a multitude of museum activities 
in his EuroVision Lab. that put the principles and the preliminary results of the EMEE project 
to the test for further development. It included the travelling exhibition of the EMEE Young 
Scenographers Contest as well as a photo exhibition showing museum experts with their 
chosen ‘European’ museum objects, an interactive game Eurobarometer – artistic interven-
tions, and a central exhibition – The Time Capsule. The starting point at the entrance of the 
exhibition was the FIAT 600 that had been chosen from the Slovenian team as exemplary 
object illustrating the parallelism of Slovenian and transregional/European perspectives for 
this object. 

The cooperation with the target group of 
so-called ‘non-visitors’ was a core 
component of the EuroVision Lab. since 
the first working phase. For the Slovenian 
EuroVision Lab. the focus group of young 
adults co-curated an exhibition newspa-
per that gave additional information on 
the chosen objects and the transregion-
al/European background of the objects. 

An additional cultural program accompa-
nied the Slovenian EuroVision Lab. It was 
also designed by the focus group of young 
adults. For example, the afternoon tea 
parties in the Time Capsule were dedicat-
ed to discussions on the museum and its 
relevance for young people.

The picture shows parts of the EMEE 
exhibition The Time Capsule that encour-
aged visitors to feel comfortable in the 
museum because of its living room 
design. Touching the objects was explicit-
ly permitted. 

Performing the 
EuroVision Lab.
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The evaluation of the EuroVision Lab. and 
of the further EMEE outcomes was done by 
the partners themselves as well as by a 
formal evaluation implemented by the 
Italian partner. At an evaluation meeting 
with the focus group, the Slovenian 
museum discussed its experiences with 
the EuroVision Lab.

In four years, the Slovenian EMEE network has achieved a degree of stability that 
promises sustainability for the future. Especially the further development of the 
EMEE concept in the direction of integrating local, regional and national cultural 
heritage in its European contexts with the support of the concept of Change of 
Perspective is the central focus of this network.

Evaluating and disseminating the COP 
and the EuroVision Lab. experiences
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The eMee TooLKiTs.
gUiDeLines on The PrAcTice 

oF chAnge oF PersPecTiVe

One of the special features of the eMee project is that it does not settle 
for simply assembling a number of ‘best practice’ examples. Rather, the 
project highlights the close links between a theory-based concept and 
systematically developed ideas for practical execution, to lay the best 
possible groundwork for the museum’s own efforts in future. In this 
regard, the EMEE Toolkits fulfill an important role, especially in com-
bination with corresponding workshops and a special study module, 
designed to ensure the successful integration of the central concepts 
of Change of Perspective (COP) in education and training for museum 
experts and other related roles working in the field of cultural heritage.

At the beginning of the first stage of the project, the scientific and 
theoretical foundation for strengthening the multi-perspective and 
participative angle of the transregional and european dimensions that 
local, regional and national history museums encounter in their work 
were laid. against this backdrop, the project team created the eMee 
Toolkit series, consisting of five manuals, and a collection of examples 
that offers an overview on the different approaches used in the ma-
nuals. With that being said, the primary task of the eMee toolkit series 
was and still is to bridge the gap between theory and its application in 
a practical context and, consequently, to ensure the sustainability and 
viability of the central concepts of the eMee project. 

Over the course of the project, however, working with the manuals 
provided a firm basis for the subsequent stage of the project, during 
which the project team and many partners of the eMee network em-
ployed the concept of Change of Perspective in their euroVision lab. 
activities and in doing so, applied the ideas to a practical context.
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tOOlkIt 1: MakING euROPe VIsIBle. 
Re-INteRPRetatION OF MuseuMs 

OBJeCts aNd tOPICs

this toolkit is dedicated to the COP 1, i.e. the Change of Perspective 
referring to the re-interpretation of a museum’s existing object col-
lection. at the very heart here lies the development of european and 
transregional perspectives on objects that aim to reveal the close links 
between local, regional, national and european levels of meaning of 
the cultural heritage in europe by using multi-perspective forms of 
presentation. More precisely, there are eight different approaches 
that can help analyze local museum objects to determine if and how 
they can ‘make europe visible’. However, the intention is not for uni-
linear regional and national perspectives on cultural heritage to be re-
placed by ‘eurocentric’ perspectives. Rather, the goal is to deconstruct 
unilinear interpretations for the benefit of ‘shared histories’ that are 
closely linked to many objects. In this sense, it is also possible for the 
perspective to transcend the historical space of europe.

tOOlkIt 2: INteGRatING MultICultuRal 
euROPe. MuseuMs as sOCIal aReNas

In comparing the museum to a social arena, the eMee project puts 
forward the view that the concept of Change of Perspective needs to 
take into consideration the visitor’s perspective on the local cultural 
heritage, if a museum is to become a vibrant social space where cul-
tural identities in a multicultural society can be discussed and nego-
tiated. thus, the goal is for the negotiation of cultural heritage to yield 
new insights into the discussion of those issues in today’s society, that 
are on our minds – and, vice versa, the goal is to put a new complex-
ion on museum objects. In this context, not only the strengthening of 
european dimensions of perceiving cultural heritage is emphasized, 
but also the intimate links between european (and global) aspects and 
local interrelationships. the authors of this toolkit conceptualized the 
volume as a handy tool for daily use by museum staff and museum en-
thusiasts, but also as a ‘quick fix’ whenever fresh inspiration is urgently 
needed.
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tOOlkIt 3: BRIdGING tHe GaP. 
aCtIVatION, PaRtICIPatION aNd ROle 

MOdIFICatION

this toolkit includes strategies that can enable museums to create 
more attractive approaches to cultural heritage, in particular for those,  
who usually do not visit museums. this is also a crucial part of the eMee 
concept. after all, strengthening the european dimension of cultural 
heritage and opening up transnational and cross-cultural contexts can 
only be successful if the interests and perspectives of a socially multi-
layered audience are visibly represented both in the museum and also 
in negotiating the cultural heritage.

The first part of this volume provides an overview on existing ‘bar-
riers’ against the museum being accessible. the second part employs 
examples of best practice to describe how these barriers can be over-
come. In this regard, including the visitors and encouraging them to 
actively participate are the key elements when it comes to the practical 
application of ‘audience development’.

tOOlkIt 4: sYNaestHetIC tRaNslatION 
OF PeRsPeCtIVe. sCeNOGRaPHY – 

a sketCHBOOk

a multi-layered interpretation and presentation of museum objects 
that simultaneously visualizes regional and transregional, national and 
European levels of meaning and encourages visitors to reflect on these 
interconnections and their own perspectives constitutes an ambitious 
goal that requires, among other things, the development of sceno-
graphic approaches that are able to provide a synaesthetic translation 
of the field of perspectives. Against a backdrop of dynamic and multi-
cultural societies, scenography is a vital element for strengthening the 
european dimension of cultural heritage. this is shown by toolkit 4, 
which, in its first part, introduces basic parameters and tools of sceno-
graphy, as well as general strategies for presenting objects in a mu-
seum. the second part deals with scenographic concepts suitable 
for practical application that allow for a multi-layered presentation of 
museum objects that also lends itself to visitor participation. these 
concepts are illustrated with the help of sketches that show, how the 
aforementioned parameters, tools and strategies can be employed to 
visualize the Change of Perspective.
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tOOlkIt 5: sOCIal WeB aNd 
INteRaCtION. sOCIal MedIa 

teCHNOlOGIes FOR euROPeaN 
NatIONal aNd ReGIONal MuseuMs

today, there are new technologies available for the unfolding of a dia-
logical variety of perspectives when dealing with material culture and 
people discussing cultural heritage. they can support the presenta-
tion of multi-layered object interpretations in a museum, but, more 
importantly, they can visualize the visitors’ impressions and perspec- 
tives and thus generate lively discussions. therefore, working with 
social media technologies constitutes an integral part of the eMee 
concept’s Change of Perspective.

Toolkit 5 offers support when it comes to understanding and ap-
plying interactive information and social media technologies for na-
tional and regional museums in europe. Web 2.0 applications such as 
Facebook, twitter and Google+ are not just an added bonus. Rather, 
it is essential for the development of museums to employ these com-
munication channels efficiently. The goal must be to share and spread 
knowledge and also to facilitate open and effective communication 
with museum visitors and non-visitors on all kinds of museum topics.

The five EMEE Toolkits serve as handy tools for practical implementa-
tion and provide suggestions, methods, experiences and best practice 
examples of how to apply the EMEE concept to a practical context. 
they are freely available for download online. In addition, a number of 
eMee partners have translated the english version of their toolkit into 
their respective national language. Volume 6, which complements the 
EMEE Toolkit series, is dedicated exclusively to presenting ten exemp-
lary objects that have been developed using the toolkits (cf. pp. 47-54).

‘The Toolkits aim to mediate between theory and practice. They offer crea-
tive and innovative concepts that are in support of modernization and in-
ternationalization of museum work.’ 
susanne schilling, eMee project leader
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exeMPLArY coP-UniTs.
APPLYing The FiVe TooLKiTs 

To MUseUM objecTs

It is the goal of the eMee project to reveal the implicit and often hidden 
european dimension of local museum objects and to visualize the in-
extricably intertwined character of local, regional, national, European, 
and trans-european layers of historical meanings of museum objects. 
this approach requires that the concept of Change of Perspective 
is applied on three levels of museum practice (see COP 1 to COP 3). 
The five EMEE Toolkits refer to these different levels of museum prac- 
tice and show that the re-interpretation of objects requires methods, 
which consistently connect the different levels of practice and take into 
consideration ideas from all of the five Toolkits when developing an ex-
hibition. The EMEE team designed 33 so-called ‘Exemplary COP-Units’ 
that bring together the five Toolkits in order to demonstrate how the 
concept of Change of Perspective can be applied to the respective mu-
seum objects (or object groups). they serve as an illustration of how 
to apply the comprehensive concept of Change of Perspective to the 
museum practice.

Based on toolkit 1, the team chose 33 museum objects – with many 
partners laying emphasis on selecting objects, which can be consid-
ered representative of the object types that are exhibited at many his-
tory museums. Consequently, the time span covered by the selected 
objects ranges from ancient history to the present. In accordance with 
the notion that it is not only the european self-image, but also the 
non-european view that has the potential to open up new perspec-
tives, the selected objects stemmed from different continents and not 
exclusively from Europe.

Once the appropriate objects had been selected, the project part-
ners started a detailed research on the (trans-)european dimension of 
the local cultural heritage represented by the chosen exemplary ob-
ject in order ‘to make europe visible’ in those artefacts. the research, 
which was often very time-consuming, followed detailed guidelines to 
ensure that different ideas of how to re-interpret objects in a transre-
gional way were properly taken into account. Furthermore, the eMee 
partners worked with the all of the five Toolkits to make sure that the 
variety of different COP-levels was integrated when thinking about ob-
ject presentation: Thus for example the selected items were combined 
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with scenographic ideas, and while the partners employed ideas from 
the social Media toolkit, they tried to pay particular attention to the 
question of how visitors could be encouraged to actively participate in 
the interpretation of the objects on display.13

The Exemplary COP-Units fulfilled a major task during the EMEE pro-
ject: They served as a first step in the process of implementing the COP 
in a practical context, they functioned as a basis for developing the 

euroVision lab.s and they acted as a groundwork for the collaboration 
with the members of the eMee network. lastly, they formed the foun-
dation for the announcement of the Young scenographers Contest, 
since the exemplary objects were supposed to provide the competi-
tors with inspiration. the submitted competition entries showed the 
astonishing level of productive enthusiasm, with which many young 
scenographers approached the topic of the Exemplary COP-Units and 
also demonstrated, what steps they took to develop the examples 
further and beyond the already existing ideas of the COP.

13 The 33 Exemplary COP-Units are available online on the EMEE website and can 
be downloaded for free. 10 of those Exemplary COP-Units are published in a 
printed volume called ‘Toolkit 6'. Cf. Schilling, S., Angelini, C., Friesinger, G. and 
Popp, S. (eds) (2016),  European Perspectives on Museum Objects. Selected Examples 
on the Change of Perspective, Vienna: edition mono/monochrom, available online: 
http://www.museums-exhibiting-europe.de/download/8300/, Accessed 11 Au-
gust 2016.

EUROVISION  – MUSEUMS EXHIBITING EUROPE (EMEE)
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The YoUng scenogrAPhers 
conTesT 

‘one objecT – MAnY Visions – 
eUroVisions’

the Young scenographers Competition with its motto One Objects – 
Many Visions – EuroVisions occupied a crucial role in the second stage 
of the project, which revolved around applying the theoretical concept 
of the COP to a practical museum setting. With regard to the level of 
internationality and transdisciplinarity posited by the COP, ‘scenogra-
phy’ and its broad range of depiction techniques, especially in terms of 
presentation in a museum setting, had to be taken into account when 
drafting the concepts of a multi-perspective, transregional approach 
to object presentation in museums. thus, announcing an international 
ideas competition for the younger generation reflected the fact that 
it will be precisely this younger generation who will shape the future 
of europe and that, consequently, their thoughts and ideas could be 
particularly enlightening and inspiring.

tHe CONtest

the Young scenographers Contest was organized and carried out by 
eMee project partner Atelier Brückner from stuttgart, Germany. Based 
on project ideas that the eMee project partners had put forward, stu-
dents and young professionals of design, scenography, architecture 
and other creative disciplines around europe were asked to develop 
innovative concepts of a multi-perspective presentation of objects in a 
European context. The competition strongly encouraged competitors 
to develop the ideas of eMee further and to submit their own topics 
and ideas, provided their compatibility with eMee’s motto One Object –  
Many Visions – EuroVisions.

the competition, which was launched with an inaugural event at the 
Staatliche Akademie der Bildenden Künste (state academy of Fine arts) in 
stuttgart, received 60 submissions from eight european countries, out 
of which 29 submissions were preselected for a shortlist. In the end, 
four submissions were awarded the Young scenographers Prize at 
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the awarding ceremony that was mainly organized by Atelier Brückner 
in cooperation with the art association monochrom, the Designmonat 
Graz, the FH Joanneum University of Applied Sciences and the Museum im 
Palais in Graz, austria.

tHe tOuRING eXHIBItION

the winners’ submissions and seven other contributions were shown 
as part of the touring exhibition One Objects – Many Visions – EuroVisions 
 in seven countries across europe and constituted an integral part of 
the euroVision lab.s of the eMee project’s museum partners. all in 
all, the touring exhibition travelled some 7,500 kilometers and count-
ed well over 20,000 visitors. as part of the euroVision lab.s, another 
93,700 visitors saw the exhibition. In addition to the exhibition itself, an 
exhibition catalogue was published, which introduced the four prize-
winning projects and the other 25 shortlisted submissions. the cata-
logue aimed to provide an overview on the broad range of ideas that 
competitors had come up with in response to the task of presenting 
objects from a transregional/european angle.

tHe WINNeRs OF tHe YOuNG 
sCeNOGRaPHeRs CONtest

1sT Prize

Mirjam scheerer 
(Interior Design and Scenography, Aca-
demy of Art and Design, FHNW, Basel)

did you hit the jackpot? a multi-
perspectival exhibition on guest-
labour in the post-war period

‘… the project reflects the Europe-wide labour migration movement making 
the visitor playfully aware of a multi-facetted historical event. The topic is 
smartly and impressively translated from a personal, individual level, into 
a collective, European issue and at the same time from content into space: 
Five individual biographies offering five perspectives represent the storytel-
ling and the spatial structure of the exhibition …’
(Comment by the jury)

2nD Prize 

stephanie Gindlstrasser and 
Johanna köttritsch 
(Design & Communication/
Exhibition Design, FH Joanneum, Graz)

(art) europallet. 
The first European Product?

‘… the “(Art) Europallet” as the centrepiece of the installation is a bold, ama-
zing object choice. It is expressively set staged in an unusual way: It “floats” 
in the space, meets the visitor on eye level and lets him experience new 
points of view. “(Art) Europallet” deals with the fact that the daily carrier, 
which represents standardization in contemporary European culture, is 
turned into a migrant protagonist …’ 
(Comment by the jury)
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3rD Prize 

Valerie keusch 
(Interior Design and Scenography, Aca-
demy of Art and Design, FHNW, Basel)

Contemporary Witness Olivetti  
M40kr. an emotional journey 
through four typewritten let-
ters addressing the end of the  
second World War

‘The Olivetti M40kr. typewriter composes the core of the exhibition and re-
presents the starting point of a journey through four letters referring to 
the end of the Second World War. The four letters from different persons 
of diverse nationalities make it possible for the same historical event to be 
experienced from different and surprising perspectives which is one of the 
basic ideas of the EMEE project.’ 
(Comment by the jury)

4Th Prize

Victoria Orrom 
(Interior Design and Scenography, Aca-
demy of Art and Design, FHNW, Basel)

Cultures transforming value

‘The project presents Europe-Asian trade relations during the 18th century, 
stressing the unfamiliar insight that Europe tried to copy Chinese originals 
and techniques. It’s about the value of the core exhibit – a porcelain chi-
noiserie –, from different perspectives of culture, tradition, time and place. 
Thus the concept is clear and consistent applying the Change of Perspective 
on the reflection of European cultural heritage as intended by the EMEE 
project …’ 
(Comment of the jury)

The eMee WorKshoPs AnD 
The eMee sTUDY MoDULe

Apart from the five EMEE Toolkits, the Exemplary COP-Units and the 
establishment of a widespread eMee network, the seven eMee work-
shops and the eMee study module occupy a key role in ensuring dis-
semination, sustainability and utilization/exploitation of the project’s 
ideas and its outcomes. the concepts and the materials of the work-
shops and of the study module can be downloaded free of charge 
from the eMee website (see ‘downloads’).

In general, the workshops and the study module can be seen as a 
contribution to the training, both vocationally and on-the-job, of ex-
perts that work within the museum field but also for experts on the 
mediation of history like history teachers.

during the actual working process of the project the workshops 
were mainly used for the collaboration with the museums of the eMee 
network, with the project’s key ideas being introduced during these 
workshops. In return, the project team regularly received constructive 
comments and valuable feedback. Moreover, the workshops and the 
study module facilitated the promotion and dissemination of the eMee 
project (e.g. by conducting workshops during specialist conferences) 
and also found their way into the euroVision lab.s.
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tHe eMee WORksHOPs

Five of the EMEE workshops are closely related to the five Toolkits. 
They offer participants an opportunity to actively and cooperatively 
work in groups to become familiar with the ideas and the concept of 
the Change of Perspective and, most importantly, to relate them to 
their own role and the museum in question. thus, the workshops are 
designed to intensify the interconnection between theory and require-
ments in a practical context. The workshops that are closely linked to 
the eMee toolkits can all be easily recognized by their title:

 — Workshop 1: One object – Many Visions – EuroVisions 
 (related to toolkit 1)

 — Workshop 2: Museums as a Social Arena (related to toolkit 2)
 — Workshop 3: Activation, Participation and Role Modification  

(related to toolkit 3)
 — Workshop 4: How to Use Scenography for the Synaesthetic  

Translation of Perspectives? (related to toolkit 4)
 — Workshop 5: Social Web and Interaction (related to toolkit 5).

In addition, two other workshops were developed: Workshop 6, en-
titled Change of Perspective by Involving of New Audiences and Artists, fo-
cuses on artistic conveyance and intervention in museums and thus 
complements the eMee concept perfectly. Workshop 7 Scenography –  
the Potential to Provoke a Change of Perspective, however, emphasizes 
once again the important role of scenography.

all eMee toolkit workshops were designed as one-day seminar cours-
es that come together nicely to form a holistic method of putting the 
EMEE concept into effect in an effective way, while also adapting it to 
varying conditions and contexts in the respective museum on-site. It 
has to be noted that due to the flexible structure of the workshop 
concept, all one-day seminar courses can also be used autonomously 
to meet the needs of the museum staff. Moreover, given that the struc-
ture of the five workshops is standardized, even mixed workshops in-
cluding elements from different workshops are feasible and easy to 
organize.

every workshop consists of a package, including the guide for the in-
structor and the guide for the participants, as well as theoretical sec-
tions, work materials and worksheets, which are all ready for use. In 
addition, the toolkits are also available in case the instructor wants to 
delve deeper into a topic or use some of the further examples which 
are also included in the toolkits.
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tHe eMee studY MOdule

Contrasting to the workshops, the study module is more concerned 
with a theoretical approach to the eMee concept, although it goes wi-
thout saying that practical exercises are used frequently during the 
practice sections, which usually also give students an opportunity to 
consider the link to museums in their own vicinity. 

The first 3 of 15 sections of the study module focus primarily on 
the basic questions of the eMee concept, such as the theory of multi-
perspectivity in the academic discipline of History didactics, the key 
elements of eu policies concerning the cultural heritage in europe as 
a factor of social integration, or the question of concepts of ‘european 
identity’ and how they are related to the varying regional, national and 
cultural identities of european citizens. the following sections of the 
study module include topics that, similarly to the toolkits, focus on 
different key aspects of the EMEE concept.

the study module is characterized by the fact that every single sec-
tion provides materials such as readings and exercises for students, 
which all make sure to define the aims of each section clearly and 
which also include PowerPoint presentations, as well as additional in-
formation for the instructor. Finally, each section offers extensive re-
ferences to relevant secondary literature that makes it easier for both 
instructors and students to read up on the topics.

As a general rule, the study module can be employed effectively 
and irrespectively of the practical application of the eMee concept as 
part of various educational (and/or vocational) purposes at universi-
ties, academies or universities of applied science that are related to 
museums, cultural history or History didactics.

The eUroVision LAb.s

the development and presentation of the so-called ‘euroVision lab.s’ 
with the tagline One Object – Many Visions – EuroVisions constituted an 
integral part of the EMEE project, as these efforts aimed to test the the-
oretical concepts of Change of Perspective in a practical context. The 
exhibitions organized by the museums showed the re-interpretation 
of topics from a european/transregional perspective or demonstrated 
with individual object examples what a re-interpretation according to 
the EMEE concept could look like. Many of these exhibitions were de-
signed to encourage participation, which allowed former non-visitor 
groups to form new perspectives on the topics and objects. similarly,  
using social media (toolkit 5) contributed to establishing new com-
munication channels – especially among younger audiences – and to 
make them a bigger part of the exhibition planning.

another important objective of euroVision lab.s was to ensure that 
visitors would not just perceive the museum as a ‘storage place’ and 
place for exhibiting objects: in line with the re-interpretation of objects 
from a european/transregional perspective, the euroVision lab. show-
ed that museums can be a place where cultural heritage can be re-
negotiated and re-interpreted against the backdrop of the problems 
and questions of today. Museums encourage visitors to become active 
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citizens, to form an opinion and to participate. Consequently, the euro-
Vision Lab.s were accompanied by an extensive programme including 
cultural events, opportunities for participation, talks and workshops 
for visitors. All of these efforts played their part in preventing visitors 
from perceiving the museum solely as a storage place for objects.

Considering the experimental nature of the EuroVision Lab.s, the 
museums involved in the eMee project decided to present the lab.s 
with the help of a modular system. In addition to the exhibitions on the 
reinterpretation of topics and objects, the lab.s showed the results 
of the Young scenographers Contest (cf. pp. 59-62) and the so-called  
‘eurobarometer’, where objects as ‘european/transregional’ objects 
were put up for discussion.

While the participating national museums in Portugal, Bulgaria and 
slovenia aimed to implement in their lab.s all the aspects mentioned 
above, the university partners in France, Germany and Italy, as well as 
the austrian artist group monochrom worked with their partner muse-
ums to create smaller euroVision lab.s that revolved around the aspect 
of Change of Perspective. On the whole, the euroVision lab.s could be 
found in seven european countries and had more than 130,000 visi-
tors. The exhibition of the Young Scenographers Contest, which was 
part of the lab.s, also took part in seven european countries.

tHe euROVIsION laB. OF tHe 
NatIONal MuseuM OF CONteMPORaRY 

HIstORY IN lJuBlJaNa

In July 2015, the National Museum of Contemporary History in ljublja-
na presented the very first EuroVision Lab. and thus rang in a new 
phase of applying those ideas that were developed in the toolkits and 
Exemplary COP-Units to a practical context. In doing so, the Sloveni-
an lab. created the foundation for numerous elements that later on 
became part of other partners’ Lab. exhibitions: The so-called ‘Euro-
barometer’ encouraged visitors to discuss the european meaning of 
the objects on display. Moreover, the Slovenian project partner exhi-
bited a series of pictures (including captions) that showed curators, 
partners of the eMee project and visitors with their favorite objects, 
each of which could be re-interpreted from a european/transregional 
perspective. Similarly, visitors had for the first time the chance to see 
the eMee Young scenographers Contest as part of a euroVision lab.

although these three elements played a crucial role in the euroVision 
Lab.s and had a major influence on the work of other project partners, 
there were other core elements of the Slovenian Lab., too. For example,  
there was an exhibition called Time Capsule, which was also organized 
by the National Museum of Contemporary History. With their exhibiti-
on design resembling the interiors of a living room of the 20th century, 
the museum implemented its notion of an experimental and partici-
patory presentation within a museum setting. Prior to the exhibition 
opening it had been observed that young adults only make up a very 
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small fraction of museum visitors and as a consequence, a focus group 
comprised of this particular audience had been created. several of 
those young adults selected their favorite objects, which could all be 
re-interpreted from a transregional/european perspective. they also 
pitched in with their ideas for conceptualizing the exhibition and as-
sisted with the exhibition’s catalogue and the accompanying program. 
The exhibition itself encouraged visitors to touch the objects, to enga-
ge with them and to conduct their own research. during the Museum 
Tea Parties that were hosted directly in the exhibition area looking like 
a living room, young visitors and experts discussed their ideas for the 
museum as an institution of the future.

While the EuroVision Lab.s were still exhibited, the Slovenian part-
ners also worked on a series of pictures that would be shown as a tou-
ring exhibition by other partners of the EMEE network. This series of 
pictures showed statements from museum experts and visitors alike 
and put the transregional/european meaning of a given object up for 
debate. Its tagline was Museums – the Creative Laboratories and while it 
has been shown at three different museums so far, it is planned to be 
shown at another ten locations in slovenia in future.

‘The exhibition that we are opening today and celebrating within the EMEE 
project is what I always dreamed about how museums should be. It’s a 
place of sharing, it’s a place of accepting diversity and at the same time it’s 
a place where younger are meeting the elder people and where everyone is 
free to collaborate within the exhibitions.’
Prof. kaja Širok Ph.d., director of the National Museum of Contemporary History 
slovenia and eMee partner, on the slovenian euroVision lab

tHe euROVIsION laB. OF tHe NatIONal 
MuseuM OF HIstORY IN sOFIa

The exhibition The Fragility of Tolerance played a key role in the Bulgari-
an EuroVision Lab., exploring and depicting the topic of the Bulgarian 
salvation of the Jews during the Holocaust from multiple perspectives 
and a comparative european perspective in particular. apart from ta-
king into consideration the topic’s transregional aspect, Bulgaria’s Na-
tional History Museum also incorporated an experimental approach: 
With regard to making the topic more accessible, the object presenta-
tion was strongly influenced by scenographical elements. Moreover, at 
many stages during the exhibition, visitors were encouraged to actively 
participate and to express their own opinion on the topic. In the spirit 
of participation, the museum had also worked with the 134th High 
school Dimcho Debelyanov, a Jewish School, in Sofia before the opening 
of the exhibition in order to learn about their understanding of the 
topic. Finally, the exhibition project paid particular attention to a focus 
group ‘people with special needs’, that had been selected prior to the 
opening. With the help of this visitor group, the museum expanded its 
program to improve accessibility.

In order to offer a re-interpretation of objects from a European per-
spective outside of the exhibition itself, the Bulgarian National History 
Museum also showed selected objects in other areas of the museum, 
once again adding a specifically European angle. As part of the project 
Follow the Road, for example, visitors had the chance to explore the 
objects with the help of an interactive game. Consequently, the project 
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first and foremost aimed to address young adults, but also the above 
mentioned focus group of people with special needs.

these two initiatives were accompanied by the presentation of the 
Eurobarometer and the results of the Young scenographers Contest, 
which had been dedicated to the tagline One Object – Many Visions –  
EuroVisions. Both elements of the EuroVision Lab. exhibition were well-
suited to encourage a discussion on changes to a transregional per-
spective with visitors of the museum.

The Bulgarian EuroVision Lab. was rounded out by an extensive 
accompanying program that included a number of workshops and 
cultural events: among them were the performance of the concert-
master of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra of the Netherlands and 
the performance of Vesko Eschkenazy, who performed the film score 
of Schindler’s List.

‘The idea was to show people the shared European history. The EMEE pro-
ject is a new way to see the objects, to approach them, to see them in new 
light and to understand them better and to show the public what they 
couldn’t see with only one visit in the museum.’
Petar stefanov, National Museum of History Bulgaria, eMee partner

The exhibition The Fragility of Tolerance was eventually turned in a tou-
ring exhibition, that also incorporates an experimental approach to 
engage visitors in active discussions on topics such as ‘ethnic toleran-
ce’ and ‘lessions learned from WW2’. So far, the touring exhibition has 
been shown at five locations across different regions of Bulgaria.

tHe euROVIsION laB. OF tHe NatIONal 
MuseuM OF aRCHaeOlOGY IN lIsBON

The exhibition Europe Through our Objects constituted the central ele-
ment of the Portuguese EuroVision Lab. Five exemplary objects were 
re-interpreted from multiple perspectives including a transregional 
angle and presented in an innovative way that encouraged interaction 
between the museum and its visitors and emphasized contemporary 
relevance. this approach was motivated by the intention to challenge 
and go beyond traditional methods of presentation and to adapt to 
today’s viewing patterns. The five selected objects constituted the start- 
ing point for workshops, as well as for a series of lectures and practical 
activities. What distinguished the Portuguese euroVision lab. was the 
National archaeology Museum’s attempt to lend an additional trans-
regional and European perspective to objects that had existed long 
before before the nation states and the political ‘europe’ came into 
being. Crucial to this successful attempt was the museum’s emphasi-
zing commonalities between the ‘Portuguese’ objects and objects from 
different regions in Europe, but also the highlighting of extensive trade 
relations and cultural exchanges between these regions. In doing so, 
visitors were encouraged to ponder the question of a ‘europe before 
Europe’ and to reflect on the contemporary relevance of the objects.

Based on research on underrepresented visitor groups of the museum 
that had been conducted prior to the lab., the National Museum of ar-
chaeology paid special attention to the visitor groups of senior citizens 
and young families. these visitor groups were taken into account not 
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only with regard to the exhibition concept, but particularly with regard 
to the extensive accompanying program that revolved around specifi-
cally developed workshops (one example is the workshop Europe Piece 
by Piece: A New Look at the Past for senior citizens).

similar to the project’s other museum partners, the Portuguese 
euroVision lab. presented the results of the Young scenographers 
Contest and the Eurobarometer. the latter was designed to encourage 
discussion and active participation and also to communicate visitors’ 
statements from previous lab. locations to the Portuguese audience. 
some elements of the Eurobarometer such as the Zeigerpointer deve-
loped by the eMee partner monochrom, an international art-tech-
nology-philosophy group, were also playfully employed as a mode of 
addressing and engaging visitors during the National Museum day.

‘There is no project like this one in our public administration, this is unique. 
It is very important for us, because this is an old museum, this museum was 
founded in 1893, and with this project, we rebuild the way to communicate 
with people, public and non-public, all the visitors. We bring to the museum 
another form of communication.’
dr. antónio Carvalho, director of the National Museum of archaeology lisbon and 
eMee partner, on the Portuguese euroVision lab.

tHe euROVIsION laB. 
OF tHe uNIVeRsItY PaRIs-est CReteIl

the French euroVision lab. drew attention to its research on strategies 
to connect with so-called ‘non-visitors’ and, against this background, 
employed especially artistic projects in a museum setting as a means 
of changing perspective. With this goal in mind, the COP toolkits were 
discussed and examined with numerous partners in the run-up to the 
French euroVision lab. among these museum partners were the Cen-
tre Georges Pompidou, the Musée d'Art Contemporain du Val-de-Marne, 
the Musée de l’air et de l’espace, the Musée des Arts et Métiers, the Louvre 
Museum and the La petite Galerie. during the lab. phase, the French 
project partners took these discussions as a starting point to conduct 
closely interconnected workshops with students, museum experts 
and artists. Moreover, the French team focused on adolescents with a 
migration background as a specific target audience. In an attempt to 
spark their interest in museums, members of this target group were 
for example invited to take part in school workshops on Exemplary 
COP-units such as Europe in a Balloon.

‘The project´s international scope was decisive in raising our awareness 
of the problems shared, for example on the restricted historical reading of 
objects present in national or regional collections, the existence of a shared 
European culture and the difficulties in reaching certain target groups of 
people.’
Report of eMee partner university Paris-est Créteil-esPe on the eMee project

as a result of the successful collaboration between artists, university 
staff and museum experts, the French Lab. presented - among other 
things and in addition to its various workshop - two intervening art 
projects in museums, coordinated by the associative art center es-
pace 36 (http://espace36.free.fr), each of wich was based on one of 
the Exemplary COP-Units that were developed for the EMEE project. 
at Saint-Omer, Musée de l’Hôtel Sandelin (Pas-de-Calais), which is an art 
and history museum, contemporary artist Marie Hendriks showed her 
work, which was dedicated to cultural transmutations between Chine-
se and european chinoiserie. Her art project was also made a subject 
of discussion during visitor workshops. Moreover, contemporary artist 
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Jérôme Progin explored the findings of coins from numerous Euro-
pean locations on the battlefield of Peene and put his work up for 
debate at the Maison de la Bataille Noordpeene.

While planning their lab. activities, the eMee partners from the Pa-
ris-Est Créteil University were able to benefit from their cooperation with 
the Federation of Visual Artists and Authors Network (FRAAP), which had 
been intensified during several workshops over the course of the du-
ration of the project. Furthermore, and as part of their lab. activities, 
the French partners showed the Young scenographers Contest and 
its concepts of how to present transregionally re-interpreted objects 
at four locations in Paris.

tHe euROVIsION laB. OF tHe 
uNIVeRsItY OF auGsBuRG

during its euroVision lab. activities, the German partner, namely the 
university of augsburg, tested the implementation of the eMee con-
cept especially in three regional city museums, with the re-interpreta-
tion of objects and topics from a regional and european perspective 
being the main focus.

the eMee partners, namely the Stadtmuseum Marktoberdorf (City 
Museum Marktoberdorf) and the Museum für Kunst und Kulturgeschich-
te Dortmund (Museum of art and Cultural History dortmund) showed 
selected examples of museum objects for which they had developed 
a new european/transregional perspective in addition to the previous 
regionally-oriented object interpretation. Furthermore, the Museum für 
Kunst und Kulturgeschichte Dortmund and the Stadtmuseum Kaufbeuren  
(City Museum Kaufbeuren) organized exhibitions with transregional 
topics: The exhibition entitled The Münsterstraße. Dortmund’s Colour-
ful Pavement analyzed the multicultural background and history of the 
street’s inhabitants, while the City Museum Kaufbeuren presented sto-
ries of migration, with the members of local communities serving as the 
narrators. Both exhibitions were organized as projects that encour- 
aged proactive participation. Citizens of the two cities were invited to 
work as co-curators and added their own ideas and perspectives to 
the exhibitions.
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apart from this cooperation with regional museums, the euroVision 
lab. of the university of augsburg included lectures and workshops 
to spread and promote the ideas of the COP concept. In this context, 
special emphasis was put on a lecture series that was organized in col-
laboration with the Kunstsammlungen und Museen Augsburg (art Collec-
tions and Museums augsburg) and entitled Cultural Heritage Controver-
sial – Challenges for Museums in the 21st Century. seven internationally 
renowned museum experts discussed with Augsburg’s audience 
about the future role of museums in view of the rapidly changing euro-
pean societies. Moreover, during the euroVision lab. stage, the eMee 
partner from Augsburg executed several workshops where multipliers 
learned more about the idea to re-interpret museum objects from a 
regional and european perspective. the workshops laid emphasis on 
using ‘best practice’ examples and made sure to elaborate on their 
own Exemplary COP-Units to encourage museum experts to apply the 
eMee concept to their own museum collections.

‘To successfully implement the participatory approach, the role of the cu-
rator has to be adapted. The freedom of choice in the areas of content-
related design and choice of exhibits must be transferred. The work of the 
curator expands from solely scientific activities to intense communication 
with the visitors of the museum.’
Isolde Parussel M.a., Museum für kunst und kulturgeschichte dortmund,  
EMEE network partner, on the experiences within the EuroVision Lab.

tHe euROVIsION laB. 
OF tHe ROMe tRe uNIVeRsItY

as a university partner, the Center for Museum education of Roma 
tre concentrated on organizing workshops to promote the ideas of 
the eMee project during its euroVision lab. With the help of the Roma 
tre university’s eMee partners network, which consisted of renowned 
museums and institutions, and the help of the project’s link to CECA, 
which is one of the most productive committees of ICOM and presided 
over by Prof. emma Nardi, the Italian partners succeeded in reaching 
out to and involving a broader network of international museum pro-
fessionals, but also the general public.

With regard to the Italian lab. activities, one central element was a 
workshop series entitled Experiencing the Change of Perspective. these 
workshops were organized in cooperation with the Museo Naziona-
le Romano Terme di Diocleziano (National Roman Museum – Baths of  
diocletian), and the Archivio Antonio Cederna. During the first workshop, 
participants received training on the implementation of a laboratory 
activity aimed at designing an Exemplary COP-Unit. The second work-
shop of this series, whose motto was All Roads lead to Rome, took place 
at the Appian Way Archaeological Park and was based on the Exemp-
lary COP-unit referring to the same topic.

another major task of the Italian euroVision lab. activities revolved 
around the discussion of the eMee concept with museum professio-
nals during a symposium at Roma Tre in June 2015. The wider context 
of the symposium was the ICOM General Conference in Milan 2016. Mo-
reover, and with the goal of reaching out to a wider public, the Center 
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for Museum Education organized an international conference that dealt 
exclusively with the EMEE project and was entitled Una prospettiva in-
ternazionale per i musei europei.

‘Mostly young and adult museum professionals, the participants showed 
a deep interest in and concern about the task of creating a more hori-
zontal relationship with their audience, in order to overcome the general 
perception of the museum as a boring place, driven by a “top-down” and 
old fashioned idea of education. In their feedback they all expressed this ge-
neral concern, and thanked the EMEE team for having provided tools and 
guidelines to overcome the barriers that keep museums and society apart.’
Report of eMee partner university Roma tre on the feedback regarding their euroVisi-
on lab. activities

tHe euROVIsION laB. OF tHe aRt
 assOCIatION MONOCHROM IN VIeNNa

the euroVision lab. of the austrian partner monochrom consisted of 
four different elements and took place not only in Vienna, but also in 
Graz and lindabrunn during 2015 and 2016. Central to the lab. was 
the exhibition Zeigerpointer. The Wonderful World of Absence, which was 
developed collaboratively with students of the course Exhibition Design 
offered by the FH Joanneum, a university of applied sciences in Graz. 
Its results were presented at the Nomad Museum VSL in lindabrunn.

The exhibition was based on a previously developed Exemplary 
COP-Unit, which, however, was considerably extended and completed 
by interactive elements. It was the exhibition’s goal to highlight new 
and noteworthy perspectives on the topic and to encourage visitors 
to reflect on the question of perspective. In addition to this focal Lab. 
exhibition, the Austrian group of artists was involved in another Euro-
Vision lab. activity: during the paraflows festival, they presented the 
ideas and concepts of the eMee’s Change of Perspective. It is worth 
mentioning that during discussions, a connection was established bet-
ween the eMee concepts and the festival’s central topics, i.e. ‘digital 
migration’ and ‘identity in a digital world’. Moreover, the presentation 
of the results of the Young scenographers Contest was also part of the 
austrian lab. activities and took place at the Museum im Palais – Univer-
salmuseum Joanneum in Graz.
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For the very first time, the concepts, plans, models, photos and room 
installations dedicated to the re-interpretation of european museum 
objects were shown to the public. Rounding out the program of the 
Austrian EuroVision Lab., two workshops designed specifically for stu-
dents at school covered the topics ‘Objects as Migrants’ and the Exem-
plary COP-unit of monochrom’s Zeigerpointer.

‘For every facet of human existence there is undoubtedly someone enga-
ging with the subject through their artwork. Museums and cultural centers 
no matter how widely varying their subjects can make good use of and 
give support to this creative impulse by bringing practicing artists into their 
exhibitions, spaces, and events that they host. The short-term goal is to in-
tegrate more artistic approaches in classical exhibitions and to bring more 
art and culture to the people outside of the museum.’
Report of eMee partner monochrom on their euroVision lab. activities and their future 
work with museums

TrAVeLLing eUroVision LAb.s

INteRNatIONal eXCHaNGe

another important concern of the eMee project is to gain a fresh and 
broader perspective on the museum objects on site through internati-
onal exchange. This was achieved in many areas, with the collaboration  
between the project partners from seven different countries being a 
key element, which, however, represents only one of the areas of inter-
national exchange. Of much more importance was the extensive EMEE 
network with its international outlook, which consisted of numerous 
institutions with a keen interest in the COP, and which became even 
bigger over the course of the project. In all participating countries, this 
network provided the ongoing international work on the COP with a 
new impetus and, at the same time, laid the foundation for any kind of 
feedback on the numerous workshops, which took place in the coun-
tries of the different network partners and which all addressed the 
topics of the eMee project.

tRaVellING eleMeNts OF 
tHe euROVIsION laB.s

The project’s internationality and its focus on international exchange 
were, ultimately, also crucial to the planning and execution of the Euro-
Vision lab.s. all three eMee museum partners have developed parts of 
their lab.s in a way that allowed for these parts to be mobile and travel 
around to join other Lab.s. On the whole, there were three different 
elements of the lab.s that toured the participating countries during 
the lab. activities:

 — The exhibition that showed the results of the Young Scenographers 
Contest was designed to function as a touring exhibition, which 
made it possible for it to be shown by different museum partners 
during their lab. activities. even some of those eMee partners that 
were not museums succeeded in showing this exhibition during 
their lab. activities.
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all in all, the conceptual designs and three-dimensional models crea-
ted by of the young scenographers on the topic One Object – Many 
Visions – EuroVisions travelled to ten destinations in seven european 
countries and covered a distance of 7,480 kilometers.

 — the crucial element and common denominator of the euroVision 
lab.s were museum objects that were interpreted from a multi-lay-
ered and transregional angle in accordance with the eMee project’s 
ideas of how to re-interpret objects (toolkit 1). the statements given 
by the museum curators from the participating countries on their 
reasons for re-interpreting a previously regionally perceived object 
now from a transregional and european angle were compiled in 
a photo exhibition that showed the portraits of the curators with 
‘their’ chosen object. This exhibition travelled to many Lab. loca-
tions. the goal of this presentation was to encourage a discussion 
among the audience in the different countries about the intended 
re-interpretation of the objects and to examine the various notions 
of the chosen objects from a comparative perspective.

… in France … in Slovenia

… in Bulgaria

The exhiBiTiOn On  
The eMee YOung  
ScenOgraPherS  

cOnTeST…

 — Closely linked to this element was the third element, which tra-
velled to all three eMee museum partners: the Eurobarometer was 
an interactive game that invited visitors to take part in what can 
best be described as a vote on which Exemplary COP-Unit they 
considered to be the most impressive in terms of a perspective 
that changed from a regional or national to a transregional and 
european view. the game was designed to ‘activate’ the audience 
and to prompt them to reflect on their own point of view and, at 
the same time, to encourage them to find out more about the 
object in question and its manifold perspectives and meanings. 
      the object that lab. visitors at the Eurobarometer all over europe 
favoured was the Exemplary COP-Unit called Print it French, Print 
it European. It deals with Geoffroy Tory’s book Champ fleury from 
1529 and presents it firstly as a French and, later on, as a European 
source of typography and graphic design.
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a tRaVellING Idea – 
eXPeRIMeNtal laB. studIes as a FutuRe 
eleMeNt OF euROPeaN MuseuM POlICY

lastly, the euroVision lab. itself can be seen as a creative concept trav-
elling across europe. the central question of how a transregional and 
cross-cultural european Change of Perspective can be integrated in 
the work of museums provided a theoretical framework for all par-
ticipants. With regard to the practical application of this concept, the 
Lab.s and their experimental design turned out to be a powerful and 
effective tool. The ideas and new creative approaches that were de-
veloped on this basis thus encourage to continue in this spirit and to 
experiment and apply the new concepts to a local, regional, or national 
museum context.

eVALUATion oF  
The eUroVision LAb.s

as set out above, the so-called ‘euroVision lab.s’ with the tagline One 
Object – Many Visions – EuroVisions included a broad variety of ele-
ments. Running in seven european countries, each lab. had its own 
strategy on how to apply the theoretical concept of the eMee Change 
of Perspective to a practical context and to test them on the spot. 
On the whole, about 160 different EuroVision Lab. activities took place 
between June 2015 and June 2016 in austria, Bulgaria, France, Germa-
ny, Italy, Portugal and slovenia.

To begin with, nine EuroVision Lab. exhibitions alone were presen-
ted by local, regional and national museums to about 95,000 people in 
six European countries. Some of these exhibitions were developed in 
collaboration with specific target groups like young people, migrants, 
people with special needs or former non-visitors. The exhibition that 
accompanied the eMee Young scenographers Contest travelled some 
20,000 kilometers across europe and has been visited by about 7,500 
people in seven countries and ten locations.

Moreover, the euroVision lab. included about 40 guided tours with 
about 850 participants in and outside of the participating museums. 
12 special activities for children and teenagers have been carried out 
and evaluated. With regard to communicating the theory to experts 
and junior experts and to discuss possibilities of how to apply the 

The iDeA oF eMee eUroVision LAb.  
TrAVeLLing TroUgh eUroPe
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EMEE concepts to a practical context, about 40 workshops and con-
ferences were organized by the members of the eMee project team. 
some 12,500 people learned about the eMee concept and its practical 
implementation during six special museum days in 2015 and 2016.

all in all, the euroVision lab. activities took place in 26 museums, 4 
universities, 14 public spaces and 5 schools and kindergartens. Con-
sequently, the members of the eMee team cooperated with a wide 
range of linked partner institutions from the eMee network. For the 
preparations, implementation and evaluation of the euroVision lab. 
exhibitions and the Lab. workshops alone the team worked with about 
40 different partners. By and large, the high number and variety of  

activities, participants and network partners indicates that the euroVi-
sion Lab. enjoyed considerable success and was a very inspiring expe-
rience for all people and institutions involved.
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eMee DisseMinATion AnD 
coMMUnicATion

the main objective of all public relations activities of the project team 
and any linked dissemination partners was to communicate the ideas, 
methods, activities and results of eMee to outsiders. Following a dis-
semination plan formulated at the beginning of the project in 2012, 
all partner institutions used different but well balanced strategies to 
come into contact with different target groups, which are essential for 
a european museum development project like eMee.

Three major fields were considered to be relevant for communication 
and interaction:

 — Promotion activities to increase awareness of the eMee project, its 
ideas and outcomes among the general public and to increase inter- 
est in the project. Particular emphasis was placed on the promoti-
on of the euroVision lab. in the third stage of the project.

 — dissemination as a strategy of providing stakeholders or decision-
makers in the wider cultural sphere, in academia and the museum 
sector, as well as the media and policy-makers with targeted infor-
mation on the nature, progress and outcomes of the project.

 — Exploitation to ensure the EMEE outcomes and results can be 
transferred and applied adequately. the intention was to contribu-
te to the debate about the changing meaning and role of regional 
and national history museums in the 21st century in europe.

FlYeRs aNd PuBlICatIONs

Apart from any secondary multiplication effects such as general media 
interest, widespread web presence or ‘word-of-mouth’ propagation 
effects as a result of private web 2.0 activities, which were taken ad-
vantage of, the eMee project employed several channels of communi-
cation and interaction, both traditional and modern ones:

the project team, the eMee network and the media partners distri-
buted about 24,000 printed flyers to all target groups during internal 
and external conferences, workshops, seminars and exhibitions, as 
well as via mail. The purpose of these efforts was to spark interest in 
the EMEE project in general and in specific project results and activities 
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among the general public, as well as among museum experts, mu-
seum organizations and stakeholders. In addition to a flyer providing 
an overview on the project, several other flyers were created, such 
as flyers that promoted the EMEE Young Scenographers Contest, the 
EMEE Toolkit series, or the different EuroVision Lab. activities (cf. pp. 
135-142).
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TOOLKIT 6
EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVES ON MUSEUM OBJECTS.

SELECTED EXAMPLES ON THE CHANGE OF PERSPECTIVE

As an illustration of the practical implementation of Tool-
kits 1-5, the EMEE partners developed so called Exem-
plary Units to test the concept of Change of Perspec-
tive. Each Exemplary Unit applies the EMEE Toolkits 1-5 
to museum objects or object groups. Museum objects 
are represented from early history until contemporary 
history, the ten selected examples include objects and 
topics from the Chalcolithic Period, from Early Modern 
Times and from modern history up to the present day. 
Among the chosen objects not only items from Europe 
but also items originating from other continents are tak-
en into account, because many European museums 
own and exhibit objects from outside Europe. 

THE EMEE CONSORTIUM

COORDINATOR
  _  AUGSBURG UNIVERSITY, Augsburg, Germany

PROJECT PARTNERS
 _  ATELIER BRÜCKNER, Stuttgart, Germany
 _  NATIONAL MUSEUM OF HISTORY,  
  Sofia, Bulgaria
 _  UNIVERSITY PARIS-EST CRÉTEIL– ESPE,  
  Paris, France
 _  UNIVERSITY ROMA TRE, Rome, Italy
 _  NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ARCHAEOLOGY,  
  Lisbon, Portugal  
 _ NATIONAL MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY   
      HISTORY, Ljubljana, Slovenia  
  _  MONOCHROM KUNSTVEREIN, Vienna, Austria

With regard to encouraging museum organizations and associations, 
academics and universities dealing with cultural heritage to join the 
eMee network (cf. pp. 109-114),, a welcome brochure was designed 
and about 1,200 copies were distributed. For those with a keen inte-
rest in the project, 6 multilingual newsletters referring to different sta-
ges, activities and results of the project were created and distributed 
via e-mail.

Furthermore, some 25 articles in different languages were published 
in local, regional and national newspapers, newsletters and print jour-
nals and were partly aimed at museum experts, partly at the general 
public. about 20 interviews with radio, tV and (online) media were con-
ducted to round out the dissemination strategy. Moreover, members 
of the project team introduced and presented the project, its (prelimi-
nary) results and their respective activities to experts at 175 conferen-
ces and workshops through lectures, poster presentations, discussion 
panels and flyer distribution. As a result of these efforts, numerous 
contacts could be established. Both the eMee network and the mem-
bers’ different EuroVision Lab. activities benefited greatly from these 
new contacts.
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eMee was presented on several international conferences as for
example…

… and also during the Workshop on the context of change and move
from analogue to digital implemented by the RICHes project (ankara,
May 2015)

eMee PROJeCt WeBsIte aNd
 eMee e-BOOk

While the print publications and the events played an important role 
during the eMee project, a third form of promotion was the project’s 
web presence. at the very heart of the eMee’s web strategy was an in-
teractive, dynamic and regularly updated project website (www.muse-
ums-exhibiting-europe.eu), which included links to the websites of all 
the project partners and where the eMee network provided an over-
view on the project, its activities and outcomes. Important contents 
like the eMee toolkit series, workshop materials and the study module 
can be downloaded for free. a news blog ensured that visitors were 
kept up to date about the latest activities and outcomes. additionally, 
all articles were accompanied by flyers, posters, photos and video clips 
and films material to increase awareness and to provide visitors with a 
clear idea of what the project was about. 

Between November 2012 and June 2016, the project website was vi-
sited by about 80,000 users mainly from europe, but also from other 
continents. While the euroVision lab. was taking place, which was bet-
ween June 2015 and June 2016, the project’s web presence counted 
35,000 people. Most of them visited the website repeatedly to catch 
up with all the latest news about the project. 

the most frequently visited subpage was the web page on the tool-
kit manuals, which confirms that they were widely distributed. Between 
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end of June and the mid of august 2016 the eMee toolkits were down-
loaded around 500 times; the workshops around 140 times. eMee and 
a link to its website can also be found on Wikipedia – an english article 
on the project is available. 

In addition to the website, the eMee team also created an e-book 
that summarizes and brings together all activities, results and related 
materials of the project. the e-book is designed to cater to the needs 
of museum staff during their daily work and helps to bridge the gap 
between theory and practice. The structure of the e-book reflects the 
structure of the eMee website, but places more emphasis on the links 
between the different outcomes of the project, i.e. it traces the con-
nection that runs from the Mapping Process, via the Toolkits and Ex-
emplary COP-units to the euroVision lab. and the study module. all 
articles, photos and film clips are easily accessible with both e-book 
readers and smartphones.
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‘EUROPEANIZATION’

Regarding museum work, the EMEE project understands the term ‘Eu-
ropeanization’ as: 

1. the ‘Europeanization‘ of objects and museum presentations. The Eu-
ropean dimension of the collection/ exhibition inventory is made vis-
ible by suitable objects and topics, whereby the multilayered mean-
ings reaching from local to regional and national to European and 
global shall be made experienceable.

2. the implementation of the EU guiding principles for the development 
of museums in Europe. In accordance with the EU regulations on 
cultural heritage the ‘Europeanization’ of museums further includes 
the following aspects: 

ACTIVATING THE VISITORS 

means of innovative mediating approaches the visitors are invited to 
engage with exhibition topics and objects in a playful, inquiring and 
exploring or creative way.

EuroVision Lab. - Portugal - "How the  
Pre-Historic Men made their instruments" 
Carving �worskhop by Archaeologist Pedro Cura at 
Museu Nacional de Arqueologia - Lisbon, Portugal.

EuroVision Lab. - Christmas Eve @ Национален 
исторически музей / National Museum of History  
Christmas Eve @ National Museum of History  
in Bulgaria
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E-BOOK

“Change of perspective in European Museums: a guide for museum 
experts” is an interactive e-book with links to external sources.

It is intended to be a good practice manual for museum profes-
sionals. This manual aims to help museum professionals turning visitors 
into more participatory elements. Visitors will be invited to take the place 
of knowledge co-producers and to change their vision of the museum 
objects. 

The e-book content should be used by museum professionals 
and museology students, providing working strategies and inspiration to 
change the visitors’ perspective and to turn the museum into a participa-
tory social arena.

CONTENTS

The e-book is a practical tool that can be downloaded and printable – 
ready to use by museum professionals

There should be a theoretical and practical framework of the 
EMEE project, integrating the COP concept, the Eurovision Labs and 
the toolkits;

The e-book will include activities developed during the “Eurovision 
Lab” as a best practice;

CHANGE OF PERSPECTIVE IN EUROPEAN MUSEUMS: 
A GUIDE FOR MUSEUM EXPERTS
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WeB. 2.0 Based COMMuNICatION 
VIa sOCIal MedIa

By using Facebook, twitter, Flickr and Youtube, the eMee project 
employed four web 2.0 based social media platforms to engage with 
a broader audience, to spark an interest in those who had visited 
the EuroVision Lab., and, most importantly, to attract specific target 
groups such as adolescents or museum staff. To give an example of 
the project’s social media strategy, Facebook and twitter were used 
to announce new project activities and to present project outcomes. 
On Flickr, a multitude of photos and images can be found that cover 
all eMee activities and events since the beginning of the project. On 
the project’s YouTube channel, all EMEE films are freely accessible to 
anyone interested. The film clips are also particularly suitable for the 
training of museum experts.

among the social media platforms that the eMee project made use of, 
Facebook was the most frequently visited one. since the beginning of 
the project, some 1,000 blog entries have been posted. the eMee pro-
ject made sure to share news about its activities, events and outcomes 
at all times. similarly, numerous comments, recommendations and 
valuable suggestions for future activities or potential areas of improve-
ment were received on this platform. From september 2014 onwards, 
the Facebook profile was ‘liked’ more and more often until the number 
of ‘likes’ reached about 1,200 in June 2016. during the lab. stage, the 
profile had received about 480 ‘likes’. Towards the end of the Lab. pha-
se around the middle of 2016, EMEE’s Facebook profile boasted 800 
followers, which is an astonishing success.

On Facebook, the eMee project is in contact with about 30 other Fa-
cebook groups and Facebook profiles that deal with museum deve-
lopment across europe and which, in turn, are keenly interested in 
the COP concept. Some of these profiles and groups are run by insti-
tutions or associations like ICOM, that operate globally or across the 
whole of europe, others are run privately, but still manage to attract 
numerous visitors. With the help of these groups, the eMee project 
was able to post entries that promoted the project and also succeed-
ed in introducing more users to its ideas and products. the most fre-
quently used hashtags on the EMEE Facebook profile were ‘museums’, 
‘exhibiting’, ‘EuroVision Lab.’ and ‘Europe’.
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https://www.youtube.com/user/emeemuseums

https://www.facebook.com/eMeeeurovision/ https://www.flickr.com/photos/museumsexhibitingeurope/

https://twitter.com/emeeeurovision
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eMee FIlMs FOR INFORMatION aNd 
FuRtHeR tRaINING

The EMEE project produced a series of nine film clips in cooperati-
on with Redaktionsbüro Ost, a film design company from Vienna/Aus-
tria. seven clips with a running time of 3-4 minutes each represent 
the seven euroVision lab.s in austria, Bulgaria, France, Germany, Italy, 
Portugal and Slovenia, one clip for each Lab. One longer film docu-
ment compares, analyzes, and summarizes the various lab. activities 
in order to illustrate the theoretical basic concept of the eMee Change 
of Perspective as realized in the practical activities. An additional film 
presents the idea and the results of the eMee Young scenographers 
Contest on the occasion of its awarding ceremony within the context 
of the Designmonat Graz, an international design festival in the austri-
an city of Graz.

The films do not settle for just providing visual impressions of the 
different project activities. Rather, in each of the films a number of 
representatives of the eMee project team and cooperation partners 
from the eMee network make short statements about the objectives 
of the respective euroVision lab. activity and the methodology used 
to achieve them. Moreover, participants of the euroVision lab.s and 
museum visitors give details about and reflect on their work and their 
experiences with the EMEE project. Similarly, leading experts from in-
ternational museum networks like ICOM and NEMO were interviewed, 
contributing their own perspective and thus enhancing the scope of 
the films. They all place the project and the respective activities on site 
in context with regard to current debates on the future of museums 
in europe.

The mainsprings of the production of the EMEE films were to make 
the eMee project and its results accessible to a wider audience and to 
document the project itself. Furthermore, the film clips are specifically 
intended for use in education and training of museum experts and 
function as an integral component of the eMee workshops and of the 
study module. By June 2016, the EMEE film clips had reached about 
2,500 views. they are available on the project’s website and on www.
youtube.com/user/emeemuseums.
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The eMee neTWorK

From the beginning of the project, one of the most important tasks of 
the eMee partners was to build up a eMee network that would conti-
nue to last long after the end of the project. the eMee network con-
sists of museums and institutions related to the museum field that 
share an interest in the eMee concepts and are keen to continue to 
catch up or exchange views on this topic, or intend to draw on the 
ideas of the eMee project to implement similar projects.

during the duration of the project, a total of 140 museums and in-
stitutions became partners of the network. Out of these, 85 network 
members committed themselves to contribute directly to the euroVisi-
on Lab.s, which means that, to give an example, they committed them-
selves to implement an Exemplary COP-Unit for the re-interpretation 
of a museum object from a transregional/european perspective or to 
develop their own unit, to host an EMEE touring exhibition or to launch 
a participatory museum initiative (‘bridging-the-gap’) on behalf of the 
EMEE project. The other 55 network members were able to benefit 
from the EMEE workshops and training sessions for museum staff; 
they contributed to the dissemination process and became involved in 
discussing project ideas and their implementation. analyzing the chart 
shows that the network partners did not only take an active part in the 
dissemination of the eMee project, but, more importantly, they contri-
buted directly to the implementation of the lab.s (47), they participated  
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in the workshops on the toolkits (41) and launched initiatives for the 
acquisition of new visitor groups (25; ‘bridging-the-gap’ activities).

Thus, the network fulfilled several important tasks over the project 
period of four years: It contributed to and facilitated working on the 
project ideas collaboratively, it strengthened the cooperation between 
museums and museum-related institutions and it streamlined the dis-
semination of the eMee concepts. However, similar importance was 
given to the evaluation of the experiences that the network museums 
on-site had gained from the eMee workshops and their own eMee 
projects. after all, this made it possible for feedback and suggestions 
from the network museums to be integrated into the eMee concept.

HOstING OF tRaVellING eXHBItIONs

It must be emphasized at this point that another part of the network 
activities, which did not occupy the foreground when the project was 
conceptualized, nevertheless illustrates the highly positive response to 
the euroVision lab.s developed by the eMee museum partners: Many 
of the COP exhibition parts designed by the EMEE museum partners 
were in high demand in the respective countries and were thus also 
conceptualized as a touring exhibition. For example, the National Mu-
seum of Contemporary History of Slovenia staged an exhibition en-
titled Museums – the Creative Laboratories with photo-posters showing 
the members of the slovenian eMee team and co-curators of the slo-
venian eMee working group with the museum objects that they had 
selected for the Change of Perspective. All exhibited objects had a 

transnational/european perspective and thus asked the visitors to re-
flect on their personal perceptions of the common European cultural 
heritage.

Moreover, the National History Museum of Bulgaria developed a 
special mobile version of one of the Exemplary COP-Units that they 
had designed. It revolved around the exhibition The Fragility of Tole-
rance, which was the main exhibition of the Bulgarian EuroVision Lab. 
This mobile version was shown in five regional museums in Bulgaria 
and placed particular emphasis on the contemporary relevance of the 
chosen topic (museum as social arena) by encouraging visitors to pon-
der topics such as ‘ethnic tolerance’ and ‘lessons learned from WW2’.

Once their euroVision lab. in lisbon closes, the National archaeo-
logy Museum in Portugal is going to develop a touring exhibition based 
on their lab., which will travel to their Portuguese network members 
that have actively contributed to its creation. In this way, the regional 
museums complement the museum objects of the lab. by adding ob-
jects from their own regional collection.

thus, as a result of the network activities of the eMee partners, 
all travelling exhibitions that have emerged from the activities of the 
euroVision lab.s are able to reach out to a considerably wider circle of 
visitors than originally expected with the initial Lab. activities and are 
therefore able to contribute to the promotion and testing of the ideas 
of eMee.

tHe FutuRe OF eMee NetWORk

Once the project has concluded, the museums and museum-related 
institutions interested in the eMee concepts will continue to collabo-
rate within the framework of the eMee network to further pursue the 
project’s ideas. the internet platform and the social media channels 
will serve as a common communication tool (www.museums-exhibi-
ting-europe.eu) beyond the contacts that have been established so 
far.

‘The institutions that compose the Italian Satellite Partners network allowed 
Roma Tre to develop multiple experiential angles in their Lab.s and to lay 
the foundation for a more complete dissemination of the project.’
Report of eMee partner university Roma tre on the feedback regarding their euro-
Vision lab. activities
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takING a ClOseR lOOk: BuIldING aN 
eMee NetWORk.

tHe BulGaRIaN eXaMPle

The National History Museum in Sofia (Национален исторически 
музей), which is the country’s biggest museum and offers an extensive 
overview on Bulgarian history, succeeded in setting up a particularly 
large eMee network and thus managed to establish numerous con-
tent-related links to the main areas of the collections at other Bulgari-
an museums.

On the whole, 61 museums and museum-related institutions re-
sponded to the National History Museum’s call. thus, a very high pro-
portion of local and regional history museums in Bulgaria committed 
themselves to ongoing collaboration. In this context, the EMEE team 
from the National History Museum in Sofia organized a lot of work-
shops across the whole of Bulgaria, which were all based on the eMee 
toolkits. Furthermore, the Bulgarian National History Museum sup-
ported projects of its partner museums that were designed to test the 
eMee ideas on-site. lastly, the collaboration also included the Bulgari-
an euroVision lab. 

a number of partner museums were involved in developing the eu-
roVision Lab. activities. Out of the Bulgarian Lab’s major exhibition The 
Fragility of Tolerance a touring exhibition emerged that has so far been 
shown and discussed at five different locations across the country.

Gabrovo

Karlovo

Hisarya
Kyustendil

Network partner 

2-10 Network partners 

11-30 Network partner 
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THE BULGARIAN EMEE NETWORK (2012-2016)
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The eVALUATion oF The eMee 
concePT bY MUseUM exPerTs

taken as a whole, the evaluation of the eMee concept focused on two 
main target groups, namely museums professionals and experienced 
opinion leaders working in museums or in the field of museum educa-
tion. The evaluation aimed not only to explore the thoughts of these 
target groups on the eMee concept of the Change of Perspective, but 
also to obtain feedback on whether, in their opinion, the workshops 
and toolkits developed during the eMee project have the potential to 
help remedy the identified shortcomings in the museum field.14 

the evaluation process was carried out between June 2015 and 
May 2016 and consisted of a semi-structured interview with 51 par-
ticipants, containing closed-ended and open-ended questions that 
ranged from personal details to in-depth statements on the activities 
implemented in the euroVision lab.s and workshops and, in more ge-
neral terms, on the impact of the eMee Change of Perspective on the 
respondents’ professional lives. later on, the results of the evaluation 
process were presented to and discussed in a focus group during the 
24th ICOM General Conference, which took place in Milan in July 2016 
and aimed to gather suggestions and recommendations that experts 
had to offer in light of the evaluation.

In summary, the evaluation report states: ‘Both the results of the 
evaluation process and of the focus group are very positive. all par-
ticipants expressed a deep interest in the main issues raised by the 
eMee project.’ the survey and the conversation with the focus group 
showed that central problems that the eMee project aimed to identify 
and solve using the concept of COP are also considered to be crucial 
to future museum development by professionals working in the mu-
seum field. This applies to the main topic areas of the inquiry – like 
‘Local contexts combined with national and transnational perspectives 
in museum communication’, ‘Redefinition of the role of museums in 
contemporary society’, ‘Identification and involvement of non-visitors’,
‘evolution of the museum as a space of public debate’ and ‘use of so-
cial networks in museum communication strategies’.15

14 The statements put out in this chapter are taken from the final report of Andrea 
Ciasca Marra and Paolo Campetella from Roma Tre University.

 Cf. the complete report under www.museums-exhibiting-europe.de/wp-content/
uploads/2016/08/EMEE_P5_A26_Final-Report.pdf, Accessed 11 August 2016.

15 Ibid.
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Within the scope of this chapter, it is not possible to elaborate on all 
results of the report. However, looking at selected conclusions, the 
following chart shows that the eMee concept of re-interpreting objects 
from a regional and cross-cultural european perspective is perceived 
as a crucial element:

the chart shows that 17 respondents considered the item ‘turn muse-
ums into open spaces of debate on european integration and identity’ 
to be the most important task, followed by the items ‘Build operative 
cooperation networks between european museums’ and ‘Re-interpret 
local collections with a trans-regional approach’, both of which were 
deemed most important by 13 respondents each. Interestingly, adding 
up the first and the second choice results in the option ‘Re-interpret 
local collections with a trans-regional approach’ showing the highest 
number of preferences.

Of particular importance for the evaluation of the project was the 
question of whether the museum experts considered the COP con-
cept, which was promoted using the toolkits and the corresponding 
workshops, to be actually viable and innovative in a practical context. 
to answer this question, the last item of the survey asked the re- 
spondents about the professional benefits they had gained from the 
eMee tools and methods. this last and open-ended question aimed to 
record the impact of the eMee Change of Perspective on the respon-
dents’ work.

as shown in the chart, 20 respondents perceived the ‘european re-in-
terpretation’ of the existing museum collection to be the most impor-
tant element of innovation of the eMee project. Moreover, the issue of 
using social web strategies was considered to be of similar importance 
and was mentioned ten times. Other responses included the aspect of 

‘bridging-the-gap’ to new groups of visitors (mentioned seven times), 
and ‘scenography’ (mentioned three times). the museum as ‘social 
arena’ was considered to be important only by one respondent.

Furthermore, the answers of all respondents confirmed that, in-
deed, the EuroVision Lab.s offered them viable tools for their daily 
work. In their answers to this open-ended question, 18 respondents 
emphasized that the workshops and tools had indeed provided them 
with useful new methods and effective strategies for conveying con-
tents in fresh perspectives.

the highly positive feedback from the semi-structured interviews 
was confirmed by the discussion of the focus group during the Inter-
national Council of Museums (ICOM) conference in Milan in 2016. Six 
experts, who had been chosen from the members of ICOM CECA and 
included members not only from europe, but also from argentina, Ca-
nada and Japan, discussed the eMee concept and the results of the 
evaluation. They confirmed the importance of the project’s priorities 
for the future development of museums and identified 26 items as the 
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main conclusions of the discussion.16 again, it is impossible to include 
all of them within the scope of this chapter, but what can be high-
lighted is that, among other things, the focus group named the flexible  
multi-layered interpretation of objects that relates to the personal ex-
periences and backgrounds of the visitors to be one of the most rele-
vant concepts of the project. With regard to increasing the participati-
on of non-visitors in museums, the discussants emphasized the ‘lack 
of openness’ in museums that diminishes the prospects of these ins-
titutions to reach out to so-called ‘non-visitors’. against this backdrop, 
they urged that ‘in order to ensure the inclusion of multiple points of 
view and interpretations in museum communications it is necessary 
for all visitors, actual or potential, to feel they can offer their contribu-
tion to shared knowledge through the exchange of experiences’. Thus, 
museums are asked to become a ‘welcoming place’; they should make 
efforts to shape a new generation of visitors and improve their ability 
to think critically.

to come to a conclusion, both the discussion of the focus group 
and the survey showed that the eMee project addressed questions 
that are extremely important for the further development of museums 
in the direction of european perspectives. Moreover, it became evi-
dent that the concept of the COP offers a solid foundation for tackling 
these problems. In particular, the re-interpretation of objects from a 
transregional and european perspective was considered to be helpful 
in terms of allowing multicultural societies across europe to become 
involved in the discussion of our european cultural heritage and euro-
pean identity.

16 Ibid., pp. 19ff.

sUMMing UP eMee.
The eMee ProjecT AnD 

iTs oUTcoMes

the primary goal of the eMee project was to develop an innovative 
concept for museums, which was achieved with the concept of Change 
of Perspective (COP; i.e. the re-interpretation of museum objects, the 
relation between museum experts and visitors, the international ex-
change, cf. pp. 19-24) and put to the test using ‘laboratories’ (i.e. the 
euroVision lab.s). 

the concept strives to emphasize the european dimension in exis-
ting collections of national, regional, and even local history museums 
in a way that links local, regional, and national perspectives on cultural 
heritage to european perspectives. In this way, visitors are encouraged 
– just like in a ‘school of perception’ – to discover european dimensions 
within the local heritage and vice versa, so that they realize that these 
are not two separate entities, but rather closely connected, coexisting 
and parallel points of view. 

The COP concept, however, is not confined to the re-interpretation 
of the cultural heritage in museums (COP 1). Given that multi-perspec-
tive and transregional expansions of perspectives on the cultural he-
ritage on-site can only be effective if society as a whole is involved, the 
project employs activating and participatory approaches that aim to 
attract new visitor groups that have previously not been showing an in-
terest in museums. On the whole, this makes it possible for museums 
to take into consideration and include the multitude of citizens’ inte-
rests in cultural heritage in a multicultural society (COP 2). lastly, the 
international exchange of museum experts is equally important in this 
context, considering that this kind of exchange explores the European 
commonalities and regional differences between the cultural heritage 
of various european regions and nations (COP 3).
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tHe stRuCtuRe OF tHe 
WORkING PROCess 

During the first stage of the project (cf. p. 35), the theoretical founda-
tions of the concept of Change of Perspective were developed. this in-
cluded taking into account best practice examples of different partner 
countries (Mapping Process) while creating five Toolkits (cf. pp. 47-54)  
that provide a broad range of possibilities for the practical implemen-
tation of the COP’s three dimensions to support the eMee work of 
national, regional and local history museums. With their theoretically 
sound basis, the toolkits are designed to support the museums in 
capturing the European dimension of their existing collections and – 
in line with eMee’s motto One Object – Many Visions – EuroVisions – to 
creatively link them to the existing regional and national ‘meanings’ of 
the local cultural heritage.

Over the course of the collaboration, the partners tested the the-
oretical foundation by involving in field research by using an experi-
mental approach. to begin with, they developed their own ideas for 
a threefold COP that could be applied to selected artifacts that repre-
sent types of objects which are frequently found in european history 
museums. As a result, 33 so-called Exemplary COP-Units were develo-
ped that aimed to illustrate how museums can apply the COP.

Moreover, during this stage of the project the eMee Young sceno-
graphers Contest with its motto One Object – Many Visions – EuroVisions 
opened up new ideas for an experimental approach to museum ob-
jects in the light of a Change of Perspective tightly integrating transna-
tional/european and local/regional/national layers of the meaning of 
the cultural heritage.

during the following stage, the actual implementation of some of 
these 33 Exemplary COP-Units in the EuroVision Lab.s (cf. pp. 55-58)  
took place to test and prove the viability of the COP concept in a practi-
cal setting.

the project concluded with a documentation and evaluation of the 
project results. Its sustainability and viability is ensured by, on the one 
hand, a broad network of related (museum) institutions which was set 
up while working on the project and among which are 80 museums 
that intend to continue to employ the eMee concept. On the other 
hand, seven workshops on different aspects of the COP that had been 
developed over the course of the project, as well as a study module 
ensure that the concept and the project’s results will be integrated 
into the vocational and on-the-job training of museum experts, cultu-
ral workers, scenographers and other experts working in the field of 
cultural heritage.

the progression of the project showed that the approach delin-eated 
here proved to be viable, effective, and successful: The project stages 
that referred to and drew on each other were carried out entirely as 
intended in the original project plan. In doing so, the project partners 
were often so highly motivated that they volunteered to take on ad-
ditional work. Consequently, it was possible to expand the range of 
results in many areas, which resulted in the project’s outcomes to sur-
pass all expectations

Results FROM tHe eXPeRIMeNtal 
euROVIsION laB.s' staGe

When looking at the results of the project in detail, the highly positive 
response to the seven experimental EuroVision Lab.s is particularly sat- 
isfying. Some 93,700 visitors saw the exhibitions that took place in se-
ven partner countries and/or participated in one of the accompanying 
workshops and events. Moreover, the eMee partners placed emphasis 
on different areas in the Lab. activities, depending on the museum type 
and/or area of expertise. This was reflected in the programme of the 
euroVision lab.s, which was astonishingly wide-ranging and diverse.  
the project’s ambition to represent all three levels of the Change of 
Perspective in the lab.s was successfully implemented by almost all 
participants. 

Furthermore, during the partners’ lab. activities it was possible to 
implement yet another major goal of the eMee project, which focused 
on international exchange. The exhibition that showed the best sub-
missions of the eMee Young scenographers Contest, which aimed to 
interpret selected Exemplary COP-Units and had the tagline One Ob-
ject – Many Visions – EuroVisions, travelled about 7,500 km across seven 
european countries and was presented and discussed as part of the 
lab. activities.

‘This project changed my perspective on museums. I think it’s very impor-
tant to not only show people the past, but also to deal with real people and 
with actual topics.’
Gela theuring, visitor and co-curator of the euroVision lab. augsburg/kaufbeuren
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tHe eMee tOOlkIts aNd 
OtHeR PuBlICatIONs

The five EMEE Toolkits and 33 published Exemplary COP-Units const-
ituted a sound basis for the successful implementation of the euro-
Vision lab.s. these publications served as an instrument to provide 
suggestions, methods, experiences and best practice examples. The 
Toolkits and the Exemplary COP-Units are available both as a print 
and online version – the latter can be downloaded for free. Crucial 
to the conceptualization of these tools was the close link between 
theory and practice, which many museums of the network regar-
ded as a very large desideratum and as considerably more helpful 
than mere compilations of examples. This is also reflected in the 
fact that some eMee partners have voluntarily translated the english  
Toolkit version into their respective national language. The texts, which 
comprise a total of 1,300 pages, highlight how much time and effort 
the EMEE partners have put into exploring this subject matter and they 
also prove that they endeavored to provide the eMee concept with a 
theoretically solid and practically comprehensive foundation.

the genuine and passionate commitment of the partners of the eMee 
project also becomes evident when looking at the additional publica-
tions of the project, which were not included in the project plan. the 
Italian partner published an additional anthology on the project includ-
ing essays in Italian to further promote the ideas of the project in this 
partner country. this is also true for the German versions of toolkit 1 

and toolkit 5, which were provided by the coordinator and the aust-
rian partner to expedite dissemination. Similarly, the Slovenian part-
ner made sure to offer a Slovenian version of Toolkit 2. Moreover, 
the three museum partners released additional catalogue volumes 
to complement their euroVision lab.s. even the results of the eMee 
Young scenographers Contest were compiled in an additional cata-
logue. Finally, the artist group monochrom contributed, among other 
things, its own catalogue on the topic of Change of Perspective. How to 
Attract Non-Visitors with Artist Concepts, which includes a collection of 
ideas for the eMee concept. (see the bibliography of eMee publica-
tions pp. 135-142)

sustaINaBIlItY, VIaBIlItY aNd 
eXPlOItatION OF tHe eMee OutCOMes

Apart from the so-called EMEE Toolkits, the Exemplary COP-Units and 
the setting up of a large system of eMee network members, the work-
shops, which were designed for vocational and on-the-job training, 
and the study module played a crucial part in ensuring the sustainabi-
lity, viability, and exploitation of the project results. It already became 
evident during the project that the different workshops, which can be 
found online, enjoyed great popularity. all in all, some 50 workshops 
took place over the course of the project. Moreover, the study module, 
which was tested at three universities and universities of applied sci-
ence, received very positive feedback from the participating students. 
By and large, it can therefore be expected that the workshops and 
the study module will contribute enormously to entrenching the eMee 
concept in education, training and museum practice.

Furthermore, another remarkable success of the project is the 
system of eMee network members, which was built up by the eMee 
partners and consists of institutions that are interested in the con-
cept of Change of Perspective and the gradual unfolding of transre-
gional and european perspectives on cultural heritage. at this point, 
140 network members are linked to the eMee project, among whom 
approximately 50 partners have actively contributed to the concep-
tualization of the euroVision lab.s or have become (or will become) 
the hosts of a touring exhibition based on the Lab.s. It is precisely 
this impressive number of museums that have actively and without 
additional funding contributed to the lab. activities and presented 
the euroVision lab.s to a wider audience, that underlines the overall  
success of not only the lab. activities as such, but rather the fruitful 
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networking within this project as a whole. On top of that, a number 
of future co-operations, which will continue beyond the duration 
of the project and will entrench the goals and results of the eMee 
project in the museum field, have already been officially and for-
mally ensured. To give an example for sustainable exploitation, the  
Landesstelle für Nichtstaatliche Museen in Bayern (State Office for Non-
State Museums in Bavaria) will officially continue to employ the EMEE 
concept in a project called Multiperspektivität im Museum (multi-per-
spectivity in the museum) and convey its ideas to its 1,360 affiliated 
museums (http://www.museen-in-bayern.de/die-landesstelle/projek-
te/multiperspektivitaet.html). 

to come to a conclusion, it can be stated that the eMee project –  
despite encompassing such a vast variety of partners representing 
markedly different museum types, areas of expertise and disciplines –  
succeeded in applying the COP to a practical context with the help of 
the EuroVision Lab.s, which testifies to the concept’s wide scope of 
applicability.17

Museums, being the guardians of the nations’ cultural heritage in eu-
rope, need to think about the cultural legacy that they preserve as a 
socio-cultural resource to facilitate orientation in today’s world and as 
a possibility to contribute to improve social integration in europe. the 
project results show that the eMee project has developed a concept 
that is evaluated highly positive by museum experts. It therefore can 
be regarded as a valuable tool for museums to encounter the challen-
ges of the 21st century using their existing collections. Furthermore 
the eMee concept proved to support museums in becoming a place 
where a wide and multicultural audience is encouraged to explore, 
in a joyful way, the many layers of meaning of the european cultural 
heritage on site.

17 The results of the EuroVision Lab.s are available on the project’s website, but also 
via the e-book, which was specifically designed for this project. Moreover, the 
YouTube videos offer an overview on selected EuroVision Lab. activities. www.
museums-exhibiting-europe.eu, Accessed 11 August 2016.

seLecTeD coMMenTs on eMee

‘The EMEE project shows how European ties are deeply rooted in time and 
are present in a large spectrum of objects, kept in museums. In doing so, 
this project contributed enormously for the promotion of new regards on 
our European common heritage and opened new and extremely fruitful 
avenues for future planning in museums.’
luís Raposo, President of ICOM europe

‘This project gives the museums opportunities to make objects talk through 
different perspectives and that is very important because a museum is a 
place where different points of view have to be shared.’ 
david Vuillaume, Network of european Museum Organisations

‘The project's international scope was decisive in raising our awareness of 
the problems shared, for example on the restricted historical reading of 
objects present in national or regional collections, the existence of a shared 
European culture and the difficulties in reaching certain target groups of 
people.’ 
Report of eMee partner university Paris-est Créteil-esPe on the eMee project

‘There is no project like this one in our public administration, this is unique. 
It is very important for us, because this is an old museum, this museum was 
founded in 1893, and with this project, we rebuild the way to communicate 
with people, public and non-public, all the visitors. We bring to the museum 
another form of communication.’ 
dr. antónio Carvalho, director of the National Museum of archaeology lisbon and 
eMee partner, on the Portuguese euroVision lab.

‘The re-interpretation of the work of curators is of utmost importance be-
cause now we are facing globalization and exhibitions nowadays should 
explain the diversity of society.’ 
Prof. h.c. dr. Hans-Martin Hinz, ICOM President (2010-2016) and eMee consultant
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‘The exhibition that we are opening today and celebrating within the EMEE 
project is what I always dreamed about how museums should be. It’s a 
place of sharing, it’s a place of accepting diversity and at the same time it’s 
a place where younger are meeting the elder people and where everyone is 
free to collaborate within the exhibitions.’ 
Prof. kaja Širok Ph.d., director of the National Museum of Contemporary History slove-
nia and eMee partner, on the slovenian euroVision lab.

‘I wish, museums would be like this room – interactive and interesting for 
young people and not just for older people. A place where you can touch 
objects, where you can actually experience the place and objects.’
anja Moric, visitor and co-curator of the euroVision lab. ljubljana

‘The idea was to show people the shared European history. The EMEE pro-
ject is a new way to see the objects, to approach them, to see them in new 
light and to understand them better and to show the public what they 
couldn’t see with only one visit in the museum.’ 
Petar stefanov, National Museum of History Bulgaria, eMee partner

‘The main frame of this exhibition is to engage with the visitors. Visitors are 
allowed to construct their own visions about the objects. So it is a very inter-
active exhibition and allows the visitors to be co-producers of knowledge.’
Prof. dr. Mário Nuno antas, National Museum of archaeology lisbon, eMee partner, on 
the Portuguese euroVision lab.

‘This project changed my perspective on museums. I think it’s very impor-
tant to not only show people the past, but also to deal with real people and 
with actual topics.’ 
Gela theuring, visitor and co-curator of the euroVision lab. augsburg/kaufbeuren

‘The widespread EMEE network is one of the backbones of the project. It 
allowed us to put theoretical ideas into action. Also it is crucial for EMEE’s 
sustainability.’
susanne schilling, university of augsburg, eMee project leader

‘Mostly young and adult museum professionals, the participants showed 
a deep interest in and concern about the task of creating a more hori-
zontal relationship with their audience, in order to overcome the general 
perception of the museum as a boring place, driven by a “top-down” and 
old fashioned idea of education. In their feedback they all expressed this  
general concern, and thanked the EMEE team for having provided tools 
and guidelines to overcome the barriers that keep museums and society 
apart.’ 
Report of eMee partner university Roma tre on the feedback regarding their euroVisi-
on lab. activities

‘The need to build international networks of cooperation among museums 
and museum education institutions in Europe is indeed crucial and was 
deeply perceived by all the participants in the Italian activities. The EMEE 
project helped to foster these connections and links not only with its main 
consortium and with the network of Satellite Partner institutions, but also 
through initiatives such as Eurobarometer, the Young Scenographers Con-
test and the travelling exhibition.’ 
Report of eMee partner university Roma tre on the feedback regarding their euroVisi-
on lab. activities

‘The institutions that compose the Italian Satellite Partners network allowed 
Roma Tre to develop multiple experiential angles in their Lab.s and to lay 
the foundation for a more complete dissemination of the project.’ 
Report of eMee partner university Roma tre on the feedback regarding their euroVisi-
on lab. activities

‘The EMEE principles and challenges will continue to engage the Centre for 
Museum Education both in the short and the long term. They helped our 
team deepen its reflection on the role of museums in contemporary soci-
eties and its experience in the field of museum education in the long run.’
Report of eMee partner university Roma tre on the feedback regarding their euroVisi-
on lab. activities

‘EMEE works on giving different voices to the objects which are too often 
interpreted only by curators (or sometimes only by one person), who turn a 
deaf ear to other stories/layers of interpretation.’
Prof. kaja Širok Ph.d., National Museum of Contemporary History slovenia and eMee 
partner on the slovenian euroVision lab.
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‘For every facet of human existence there is undoubtedly someone enga-
ging with the subject through their artwork. Museums and cultural centers 
no matter how widely varying their subjects can make good use of and 
give support to this creative impulse by bringing practicing artists into their 
exhibitions, spaces, and events that they host. The short-term goal is to in-
tegrate more artistic approaches in classical exhibitions and to bring more 
art and culture to the people outside of the museum.’ 
Report of eMee partner monochrom on their euroVision lab. activities and their future 
work with museums

‘To successfully implement the participatory approach, the role of the cu-
rator has to be adapted. The freedom of choice in the areas of content-
related design and choice of exhibits must be transferred. The work of the 
curator expands from solely scientific activities to intense communication 
with the visitors of the museum.’ 
Isolde Parussel M.a., Museum für kunst und kulturgeschichte dortmund, eMee net-
work partner, on the experiences within the EuroVision Lab.

‘Moreover, we learned, we need to communicate to the visitors that muse-
ums are open places where they can touch certain objects, interact, leave 
a comment, and participate in various activities. Curators have to under-
stand that historical museums need active people as visitors, and not static 
ones.’ 
Prof. kaja Širok Ph.d., National Museum of Contemporary History slovenia and eMee 
partner on the slovenian euroVision lab.

‘The Toolkits aim to mediate between theory and practice. They offer crea-
tive and innovative concepts that are in support of modernization and in-
ternationalization of museum work.’
susanne schilling, university of augsburg, eMee project leader

‘The main challenge of the EMEE project aims at re-interpreting museum 
objects from a European perspective. It is involving us as museum profes-
sionals and as citizens at the same time because it invites us to re-interpret 
our common cultural heritage and connect it to the present day problems.’ 
andrea Ciasca Marra, university Roma tre, eMee partner

recoMMenDATions For 
sTAKehoLDers AnD 

PoLicY-MAKers, bAseD on 
FinDings FroM The 

eMee ProjecT

The EMEE project can be considered an experimental study of field 
research. Its foundation is an interdisciplinary theoretical framework 
that strives to strengthen the transregional and european dimen- 
sion in the museum development of local, regional and national histo-
ry museums. 

against this backdrop, three presuppositions are of crucial impor-
tance: (a) the development of the european dimension is applied to 
existing object collections. (b) This development is built on the idea 
that local, regional, national and european dimensions of the cultural 
heritage in europe are connected manifoldly through close and multi-
perspective links and imply many inextricably linked layers of meaning. 
(c) Moreover, developing the European dimension does not exclusively 
refer to the re-interpretation of suitable object collections, but rather – 
and again in a multi-perspective way – it refers to the interconnection 
between the re-interpretation of objects, the further development of 
visitor participation and the international exchange of experts. These 
three main components of the eMee project were combined in the 
concept of the Change of Perspective (COP). the question of its practi-
cal applicability was addressed during the second and third stage of 
the project and empirically tested and evaluated in the course of plan-
ning, developing and executing the EuroVision Lab.s.

During the first step, the partners focused on transforming the theore-
tical foundations into a feasible and comprehensible methodological 
concept that included examples for better illustration to render practi-
cal application possible. With this in mind, five so-called ‘EMEE Toolkits’ 
and a collection of 33 Exemplary COP-Units were created that integ-
ratively apply all dimensions of the Change of Perspective to selected 
museum objects.

these practical-methodological approaches formed the basis for 
an empirical trial of the EMEE concept through specifically designed 
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‘laboratories’. their main purpose was to detect and rectify any prob-
lems or difficulties occurring during the application of the theoretical 
concept and the methodological approaches to a practical context. 
The findings recorded during the practical application enabled the 
team to draw important conclusions concerning the results of their 
four-year project-work and its basic concept. 

thus, the evaluation of the network partners’ lab. projects showed 
that the EMEE concept proves to be suitable and effective for practical 
museum development, with the concept yielding valuable results in 
terms of quality. these initial outcomes certainly need to be tested 
further in future. However, upon concluding the project, a first recom-
mendation for policy-makers and stakeholders can be given with regard 
to its future potential: In view of what has been mentioned above, con-
ducting further studies would undoubtedly be worthwhile and provide va-
luable insights.

Re-INteRPRetING OBJeCts FROM a 
euROPeaN PeRsPeCtIVe (COP 1)

the empirical study placed particular emphasis on evaluating the 
practical potential of the concept of COP 1 – i.e. the re-interpretation 
of objects and topics from a transregional/european angle that links 
and integrates both regional and national with european perspecti-
ves. For this purpose, a multi-perspective approach to, as well as in-
terpretation and presentation of objects is required to convey to the 
audience that a given museum object can simultaneously be placed 
within a regional, national, European and even global context (for the 
basic concept of ‘european identity’, cf. pp. 13-16). and that these dif-
ferent levels of meaning can reinforce and complement each other in 
an elucidating way.

the multi-perspective interpretation and presentation of objects 
allows for a flexible attribution of meaning that challenges visitors to 
form their own opinion on the interweaving of regional, national and 
european levels of meaning, and encourages them to not simply ac-
cept the interpretive patterns provided by the museum experts, but 
rather to proactively explore their own views and ideas and contribute 
them to the exhibition.

With regard to the COP 1, it turned out over the course of the 
project that the eMee toolkit 1, which revolves around the re-inter-
pretation of existing museum collections from a transregional/Euro-
pean perspective, was able to provide important input for practical 
contexts. Moreover, museum experts deemed it a valuable tool that 

opened up new ways of perceiving and approaching a given object or 
object group. as team members noticed, especially city and regional 
museums succeeded in applying this approach innovatively when re-
interpreting their existing collections in a transregional and European 
way. At the same time, it became evident while working on the Exemp-
lary COP-units and organizing the numerous workshops for museum 
experts that the re-interpretation of existing museum collections re-
quires a lot of research when using these new approaches. Often, the 
existing body of research and/or the existing object descriptions fail 
to provide the information required for developing said transregional/
european perspectives on the cultural artifacts in question. Instead, 
they must be developed from scratch in certain cases, which requi-
res time-consuming research effort. Thus, another recommendation 
for policy-makers and stakeholders is that, in order to strengthen the 
european dimension in the perception, interpretation and presenta-
tion of the local, regional and cultural heritage on-site, it is essential for 
policy-makers to strive to support, endorse and fund further research on 
European and transregional topics in the field of material culture. after 
all, museum curators are – in most cases – already struggling to juggle 
their responsibilities and thus are unable to step up and put in the 
required additional research effort.

Furthermore, employing the COP 1 showed that the multi-dimen-
sional re-interpretation of museum objects is, at times, hampered in 
some countries or institutions by persistent preferences for a certain 
form of interpretation. this occurs on a regional as well as on a nati-
onal level. thus, giving up treasured forms of interpretation for the 
sake of a more flexible and open-minded perspective on objects that 
allows for highlighting several aspects simultaneously and asks for new 
angles can be seen as one of the biggest challenges for the strengthe-
ning of the european dimension within a multi-perspective framework. 
Promoting continuous further training for the museum staff can prove 
extremely useful to overcome this challenge. In this regard, the EMEE 
workshops can be seen as a first step in the right direction, although 
– and this is another recommendation for policy-makers and stakeholders 
– further training particularly in this field needs to be supported more on 
a European level.

The insights gained during the experimental field research also show 
that the EMEE workshops, Toolkits and Exemplary COP-Units are only 
able to make a useful contribution to the successful application of the 
COP 1 and to the strengthening of the european dimension of cultural  
heritage, if museums become more open-minded and are willing to 
give up their deeply ingrained regional and national perspectives to 
explore new interpretations.
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However, a project of museum development alone cannot effectuate 
this change of attitude. Rather, it must become part of society’s gene-
ral outlook that includes (or rejects) multi-perspective interpretations 
and plurality of viewpoints as part of a multicultural population. the 
experiences gained throughout this project thus prompt us to give 
another recommendation for policy-makers and stakeholders, namely 
that a european competition and/or a european award for local, regi-
onal and national museums that make an decisive effort to strengthen 
their european dimension with the means available could stimulate a 
process that provides incentives and encouraging examples even for 
those museums with a more traditional outlook.

tHe CHaNGe OF PeRsPeCtIVe BetWeeN 
MuseuM eXPeRts aNd VIsItORs (COP 2)

the concept of COP 2, i.e. the Change of Perspective between museum 
experts and visitors, aims for increased ‘activation’ and participation of 
the audience and also for active involvement of so-called ‘non-visitor’ 
groups. the increased level of ‘europeanization’ of museums refers 
here mainly to the improvement of accessibility to the cultural heritage 
of europe preserved in regional and national museums for as many 
citizens as possible. With this in mind, the eMee concept asks muse-
um experts to share their prerogative of the interpretation of cultural 
heritage at least partially with the audience. Consequently, the goal 
is not for the interpretation of the audience to replace the curators’ 
expertise, but rather the aim is for these two perspectives to commu-
nicate and for the potentially opposed interpretations of experts and 
visitor groups to spark an interest in citizens to visit museums and to 
encourage them to express their own opinion.

The empirical results gained while conducting field research indica-
ted, on the one hand, a number of problem areas that have long been 
known by scholars. To give an example, it became evident that these 
new ‘participatory’ approaches on the Change of Perspective between 
museum and audience are most successful if this goal is accepted and 
supported by the vast majority of the museum staff. In particular, mu-
seum development can be difficult within big institutions or institu-
tions with a more traditional outlook. Furthermore, it must be said that 
working with a participatory outlook and/or exhibition concepts requi-
res quite a lot of staff development and is also rather time-consuming.

On the other hand, however, and regardless of these challenges, 
the euroVision lab.s of the participating national museums were able 

to accelerate a fruitful learning process – not necessarily right from the 
start, but especially during the progress of work and, most importantly, 
with regard to end results. the eMee project proved to be a suitable 
catalyst for the experimental application of new approaches: Doubts 
of the museum staff could be dispelled as the new concept turned 
out to be feasible and cleared up further as a result of its popularity 
with the audience and public. thus, regarding this particular area of 
the project, our recommendation for policy-makers and stakeholders is to 
provide more support for research studies on conditions and methods of 
museum development in line with the concept of a ‘learning museum’. In 
this field, more viable opportunities for new insights must be created.

INteRNatIONal eXCHaNGe OF 
MuseuM eXPeRts aNd tHe 

CHaNGe OF PeRsPeCtIVe (COP 3)

With regard to the COP 3 that refers to the international – and also 
interdisciplinary – exchange of museum experts and scholars working 
in related fields, the experimental outlook of this project yielded a 
number of interesting results. to begin with, the project showed once 
again the usefulness and fruitfulness of a collaboration with an inter-
disciplinary outlook. However, the challenges arising from differing 
approaches to museum projects and varying terminologies must not 
be underestimated. the project revealed that, apart from other chal-
lenges, ongoing, two-way communication and the process of reaching 
an understanding on a consistent terminology alone proved to be very 
challenging and time-consuming, since the different disciplines invol-
ved barely share a common ground at this point. The recommendation 
for policy-makers and stakeholders is thus to develop and/or support sui-
table strategies for the field of museum studies in Europe that strive to in-
corporate this form of interdisciplinary collaboration of different disciplines 
and the at times clashing notions and viewpoints on all levels of training 
for museum experts.

Finally, over the course of the project it turned out that internation-
al collaboration constitutes a vital prerequisite for the strengthening 
of the european and transregional dimension of the re-interpretation 
and presentation of local, regional and national museum collections. 
after all, it is virtually impossible to develop comparative, transregi-
onal perspectives on object groups from different countries without 
ongoing international exchange of curators on the cultural heritage 
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on-site and ample opportunities for both sides to become familiar 
with hitherto neglected object collections and the local view on it. at 
the same time, the project’s experimental focus showed that, empiri-
cally, the success of the international collaboration depends largely on 
the experts’ exchange revolving around well-defined topic areas. Only 
then the scientific discourse can lead to innovative re-interpretations 
of object groups that include transregional and european perspectives 
alongside a regional and a national angle. 

the eMee project succeeded in overcoming this challenge by set-
ting up an international network of museum experts, cultural workers, 
scenographers, mediators in the field of history culture and media 
experts, who all share a keen interest in the Change of Perspective 
and its potential as an innovative approach to the strengthening of a 
european dimension of our cultural heritage. this network proved to 
be an extremely important resource for the work of the project team. 
Therefore, our recommendation for policy-makers and stakeholders is to 
continue to support this network to make the ideas of the EMEE project, 
which were, by and large, effective and feasible, available to an ever gro-
wing circle of museums and interested parties.

this brief overview was intended to delineate future areas of further 
research and strategic measures within the field of European muse-
um development. It also intended to call for further steps to continue 
this promising process started by the eMee project. For this purpose, 
conducting additional research in interdisciplinary theoretico-practical 
european networks would be highly advisable to be able to provide 
scientific evidence to support future findings.

www.museums-exhibiting-europe.eu
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